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Introduction

The definition and detection of events has its roots in philosophy and linguistics, with seminal works
by Davidson (1969; 1985), Quine (1985), and Parsons (1990). Though events have long been a subject
of study, the NLP community has yet to achieve a consensus on the treatment of events, in spite of its
critical importance to several areas in natural language processing, such as topic detection and tracking
(Allan et al., 1998), information extraction (Humphreys et al., 1997), question answering (Narayanan
and Harabagiu, 2004), textual entailment (Haghighi et al., 2005), and contradiction detection (De
Marneffe et al., 2008). Most attempts to provide annotation of event coreference have been limited
to specific scenarios or domains, as in LDC’s ACE and Machine Reading event annotation (Humphreys
et al., 1997; Bagga and Baldwin, 1999; He, 2007). The recent OnotoNotes annotations include
more general event mentions and coreference, but mainly identify coreferences between verbs and
nominalizations (Pradhan, 2007). Events are also a central element of the Time-ML temporal relation
annotation, with an overlap-ping but slightly different approach (Pustejovsky, et al., 2010).

Truly comprehensive event detection must encompass the detection of events and their subevents,
and take into account bridging references (Poesio and Artstein, 2005; 2008). The requisite event
representation is clearly related to the information available in lexical resources such as PropBank,
VerbNet, and FrameNet, but goes well beyond anything they currently contain. Bejan and Harabagiu
(2010) have recently offered broader event coreference annotation for evaluation purposes, which was
revised and extended by Lee et al., (2012). The organizers are themselves involved in event coreference
projects for deep natural language understanding and medical informatics.

The time is ripe to bring together people interested in a serious discussion about the nature, definition,
recognition, and representation of events and their parts and aspects. As a community we have
to develop appropriate guidelines, resources, and processes for dealing with events and inter-event
coreference.

In this workshop we structure the discussion around three themes:

• Foundations: What are Events? Definition and recognition.

• Coreference: When are two events the same? What kinds of identity are there?

• Representation: How best to represent events and event groups?

This is a genuine “working" workshop. Leading up the workshop, the organizers, with the assistance
of the program committee, organized a shared annotation task on event mention and coreference
annotation. Data was made available for participants to annotate, and the resulting annotations were
analyzed for agreements and disagreements. During the workshop, the principal differences emerging
from the different annotation schemes will be highlighted and discussed, with the intention of reaching
a consensus on the handling of events and their coreference in future work in the NLP community. We
have invited James Pustejovsky, the leader of the Time-ML effort, whose contribution as the keynote
address are much appreciated.

We hope that this workshop will be the beginning of a concerted effort to come to grips with the
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challenging topic of events.
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Abstract 

In this paper we present ongoing work for 
the creation of a linguistically-based system 
for event coreference. We assume that this 
task requires deep understanding of text and 
that statistically-based methods, both 
supervised and unsupervised are inadequate. 
The reason for this choice is due to the fact 
that event coreference can only take place 
whenever argumenthood is properly 
computed. It is a fact that in many cases, 
arguments of predicates are implicit and 
thus linguistically unexpressed. This 
prevents training to produce sensible results. 
We also assume that spatiotemporal 
locations need to be taken into account and 
this is also very often left implicit. We used 
GETARUNS system to develop the 
coreference system which works on the 
basis of the discourse model and the 
automatically annotated markables. We 
present data from the analysis, both on 
unexpressed implicit arguments and the 
description of the coreference algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

NLP processing is more and more oriented towards 
semantic processing which in turn requires deep 
understanding of texts. We assume that this is only 
possible if unexpressed implicit linguistic elements 
and semantically deficient items are taken into 
consideration (Delmonte 2009a, 2009b). One of 
the first problem in the analysis of any text is 
accounting for implicit or linguistically 
unexpressed information. This kind of information 
is not available in dependecy-based current 
annotated corpora or is only partially available – as 
in Penn Treebank – but it cannot possibly be learnt. 
The problem of null and pronominal elements is 
paramount in the recovery of Predicate-Argument 
Structures which constitutes the fundamental 
element onto which propositional semantics is 
made to work. However, applying machine 

learning techniques on available treebanks is of no 
help. State of the art systems are using more and 
more dependency representations which have 
lately shown great resiliency, robustness, 
scalability and great adaptability for semantic 
enrichment and processing. However, by far the 
majority of systems available off the shelf don’t 
support a fully semantically consistent 
representation and lack Null Elements or 
Antecedents for pronominal ones. 
If we limit ourselves to Null Elements, and to 
PennTreebank (hence PT), we may note that 
Marcus (’94) referred explicitly to Predicate-
Argument Structures (hence PASs) and to the need 
to address this level of annotation. He mentions 
explicitly that “we intend to automatically extract a 
bank of PASs intended at the very least for parser 
evaluation from the resulting annotated corpus” 
and further on “the notation should make it easy to 
automatically recover PAS” (ibid. 121). He also 
mentions the need to allow for a clear and concise 
distinction between verb ARGUMENTs and 
ADJUNCTs, which he asserts to be very difficult 
to make, consistently. This happens to be true: the 
final version of PT II does not include coindexing 
in controversial cases and has coindexing for null 
SBJ only in a percentage of the cases. PT contains 
36862 cases of null elements (including traces, 
expletives, gapping and ambiguity) as listed in 
Johansson(2007), over 93532 simple clauses and 
55600 utterances, for a percentage of 66.3%. Of 
course this number does not include pronominal 
arguments which need to be bound – and are not 
bound in PT - to an antecedent in order to become 
semantically consistent. 
As to PT, the difficulty of the task is testified by 
the presence of non coindexed Null Elements: in 
particular we see that they are 8416, that is 22.83%. 
If we exclude all traces of WH and topicalization 
and limit ourselves to the category OTHER 
TRACES which includes all unexpressed 
SUBJects of infinitivals and gerundives, we come 
up with 12172 cases of Null non-coindexed 
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elements, 33% of all cases. We should note that for 
how much large this number may seem, this still 
represents a small percentage when compared to 
the number of null elements in languages like 
Chinese or Romance languages like Italian, which 
allow for free null subjects insertion in tensed 
clauses.  
Current statistically dependency parsers have made 
improvements in enriching their structural output 
representation (Gabbard et al. 2006; Sagae and 
Tsujii, 2008;	  Choi & Palmer, 2010;	  Cai et al. 2011). 
However, coindexation is not always performed: 
when it is, its performance is computed separately 
because it is lower than accuracy for 
labeled/unlabeled tasks. In particular, Schmid 
reports 84% F-score for empty elements prediction 
and 77% for coindexation on PT. However, other 
parsers have much worse results, with 
Johnson(2001) being the worst, with 68% F-score. 
The presence of additional difficulties to predict 
empty categories is the cause of a bad drop in 
performance in Chinese - no more than 50% 
accuracy reported by Cai et al. (2011) compared to 
74/77% of the labeled/unlabeled task. Results 
reported by Yang & Xue (2010) on recovering 
labeled empty elements in an experiment carried 
on a small subset of the Penn Chinese Treebank 
6.0 reach an average of 60.5% of F-measure. As to 
recovery of specific items, we note that over a total 
number of 290 little_pro items recall fares around 
50%. 
Of course the phenomenon is very much language 
dependent, as discussed above. If we consider a 
language like Italian – which we described fully 
from structures annotated in the treebank called 
VIT (Delmonte 2004) – we can see that in addition 
to untensed sentences also simple clauses with 
tensed verbs show the same problem. In fact, over 
66.5% (9634 over 15874) of all simple clauses are 
subjectless, they have an omitted or unexpressed 
subject which is marked in linguistics with a 
little_pro and the agreement coming from 
morphology of the main verb. Of the remaining 
lexically expressed subjects, only 64% (6166 over 
9634) are in canonical position, that is in preverbal 
position and adjacent to the inflected verb. The 
remaining 36% of lexically expresses subjects are 
positioned to the right or are separated from the 
verb by other constituents. 

2 Events and Null Elements 

We will now try to describe events in terms of the 
contribution of Null Elements. Events are mainly 
characterized by their meaning which is defined in 
a gloss or by one or more semantic categories, or 
even by a synset of synonym concepts. In addition 
to that, events may be regarded as being composed 
of two other elements: 

- the participants to the event, which are arguments 
and adjuncts or circumstantials 

- the spatiotemporal location of the event 

Both components may be linguistically expressed 
or be left implicit and thus should be inferred from 
previous discourse. In fact the spatiotemporal 
location of the event is usually indicated explicitly 
only if needed and is mostly left unexpressed. 
Participants on the contrary are mostly explicitly 
expressed before they can be left implicit. 
However, in some case, participants are 
linguistically unexpressed for structural reasons or 
else expressed by a pronoun. Both cases require a 
deep system or a deep parser together with a 
pronominal binding algorithm to be in place, in 
order to find the appropriate antecedent and bind 
the empty arguments. There are exceptions to these 
rules and they are constituted by utterances of 
generic or arbitrary reference, something intended 
in utterances such as, 

(1) Doing regular physical exercise is strongly 
recommended at a certain age. 

where no participant is explicitly indicated, but it is 
clearly understood by inferences determined by 
knowledge of the world. 
Events may be coreferred or may be queried: in 
both cases, we are also dealing with semantic 
relations at discourse structure level. The need to 
corefer to a previous event derives from 
conversational or argumentative strategies. 
Generally speaking, it is due to the need of 
expanding concepts and facts reported in the 
previous mention. At a discourse level, this is 
usually called ELABORATION or 
EXPLANATION. Other possible cases of event 
coreference at discourse structure level can be due 
to the need of enriching the previous description of 
additional facts cooccuring with the previously 
mentioned event: in this case we may have an 
hypernymic or an hyponymic relation intervening 
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between the two facts or concepts. Let’s look at 
some examples taken from the demo text made 
available by the organizers. 
After the title, we have a first event description, 
reported by a newspaper, which is a violent event 
followed by an adjunct clause describing the 
effects or caused consequences: we capitalize 
event naming words and then indicate the semantic 
discourse relation: 

 “A Kurdish newspaper said Wednesday that Iraqi 
members of an Al Qaeda-linked group, a Kurd and 
an Arab, BLEW themselves up in northern Iraq on 
February 1, KILLING at least 105 people.”  

CAUSE è BLOW, KILL 

The idea in this case is that the two events are 
linked by a semantic relation rather than simply the 
first event being coreferred by the second. The text 
continues by expanding the event introducing some 
comment that elaborates on the previous sentence: 

 “The twin suicide bombing WAS the deadliest 
attack in post-war Iraq and WAS SUSPECTED 
TO HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT by foreign 
fighters, possibly linked to Osama bin Laden's Al-
Qaeda network.” 

ELABORATION è BOMBING, ATTACK 

CAUSE è BOMBING, BLOW 

EXPLANATION è SUSPECT(CARRY_OUT), 
BLOW 

Discourse relations are triggered by event 
coreference which in this sentence is achieved by 
two nominalizations: in fact only definite 
expressions are taken into consideration, in 
particular if singular in number. The first one is 
TWIN SUICIDE BOMBING which we understand 
to be a new enriched mention of BLOW at first by 
a causal relation intervening between BOMB and 
BLOW. This semantic relation is not available 
from WordNet but from Sumo-Milo, where the 
verbs BOMB, BLAST, ATTACK, KILL, and 
FIGHT all share one semantic class, 
VIOLENT_CONTEST and/or DESTRUCTION 
with BLOW. The causal relation is derived from 
commonsense knowledge available in 
"ConceptNet" by the AI Laboratory of MIT. 

Searching for relations intervening between 
BOMB and BLOW_UP, this is what you can find - 
represented in an appropriate Prolog-like format: 

cpn(udf,bomb,[blow,something,up]). 
cpn(udf,bomb,[blow,things,up]). 
cpn(udf,bomb,[blow,up,buildings]). 
cpn(udf,bomb,[blow,up,stuff]). 
cpn(udf,bomb,blow). 
cpn(do,person,[don_t,want,be,blow,up,by,bomb]). 
cpn(dof,person,[not,be,blow,up,by,bomb]). 
 

They are also all classified as NEGATIVE polarity 
items and are part of the same Lexical Field in 
Roget's Thesaurus. 
Then the additional contribution of its arguments, 
where “blowing themselves up” implies a 
SUICIDE took place. At the same time, the use of 
“twin” is coreferring with “members” a plural 
noun, better specified as being composed of two 
individuals “a Kurd and an Arab” in an apposition 
to it. Thus, the nominalization does not add any 
new information that could not be understood from 
previous mention, but certainly clarifies previous 
information thus respecting Grice’s maxims.  
The copulative structure headed by WAS, is used 
to assign a property to the coreferred event thus 
contributing new information. We now know that 
the newspaper reports the event as being “the 
deadliest attack in post-war Iraq”. We also learn 
that the two fighters identity was suspected to be 
not Iraqi but possibly “foreign”, deemed to belong 
to bin Laden’s network. All of this new 
information can be labeled as “Explanation”. 
The news story continues by elaborating on the 
two fighters by expanding on their identity, and 
then explaining the way in which the bombing was 
organized in the following two sentences. 

 “The pair were named respectively as Abu Bakr 
Hawleri and Kazem Al-Juburi, alias Abu Turab, by 
independent newspaper Hawlani, which said they 
belonged to the Army of Ansar al-Sunna. 

The Kurd blew himself up in the offices of the 
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) and the Arab 
in the offices of the Kurdistan Democratic Party 
(KDP), both in the Kurdish city of Arbil, said the 
newspaper. 
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Each one carried a belt packed with four kilograms 
(8.8 pounds) of TNT mixed with phosphorus, a 
highly flammable material, the newspaper said.” 

The use of a definite singular expression is highly 
indicative of the coreference mechanism being 
activated. This applies to THE PAIR, coreferring 
with "Iraqi members" and also with "twin". The 
same can be said of "The Kurd" coreferring with 
the previous mention and also the use of the same 
predicate BLOW UP. In the following stretch of 
discourse, the story corefers to the “Army of Ansar 
al-Sunna”, to explain the role that the organization 
had in the bombing: 

“Ansar al-Sunna last week claimed the twin 
bombings in a statement posted on an Islamist 
website. The newspaper said the motive of the 
attack was to "punish" the two Kurdish secular 
groups, which control Iraqi Kurdistan, for their 
alliance with the US-led coalition. 

The newspaper said Ansar al-Sunna broke away 
from the Ansar al-Islam group last October and 
was led by an Arab whose alias is Abu Abdullah 
Hasan bin Mahmud. Ansar al-Sunna is more 
extreme, said the newspaper.” 

The first coreference link is expressed by the 
sentence “Ansar claimed the TWIN BOMBINGs” 
which is used to expand on the role of the 
organization of the original event. Additional 
events are the STATEMENT, a nominal event, and 
the MOTIVE OF THE ATTACK which introduces 
the MOTIVATION for the event. This causal link 
is connected to actual causal event: PUNISHing 
the Kurdish group controlling Iraqi Kurdistan. In 
turn, the action of PUNISHing is explained by 
another eventive nominalization, the ALLIANCE 
of the group (the possessive THEIR corefers with 
it), with the US-led coalition. 
Additional explanation is reported in the final 
sentence (longer than 40 tokens!!) where the 
relation intervening between the motive the attack 
as contained in the statement and previously 
occurring facts is further clarified: 

 “The newspaper added that bin Mahmud is the 
brother of man whose alias is Abdullah Al-Shami, 
an Ansar al-Islam leader who was killed last year 
while fighting a US-backed onslaught by the PUK 

that forced the group out of its enclave near the 
Iranian border at the end of March last year.” 

The sentence contains additional coreferring 
nominalizations like ONSLAUGHT, which 
reminds of the bombing and of the previous attack. 
The overall events description is rich in temporal 
and spatial locations which contribute to the 
understanding and the overall discourse structure. 
In particular we start out by a spatial location, 
NORTHERN IRAQ, and a temporal location, 
FEBRUARY 1st. Both locations remain the same 
in the following sentences until we reach a change 
in topics and locations. This happens when “Ansar 
al-Sunna” is introduced as SUBJect of CLAIM, an 
event location in time, LAST WEEK.  Additional 
information the Ansar al-Islam group takes us back 
to LAST OCTOBER. Eventually, in the final 
sentence, we have been told that the current 
bombing event may have relation with the killing 
of another Ansar al-Islam leader, during an 
ONSLAUGHT that took place LAST YEAR, in a 
different location, NEAR THE IRANIAN 
BORDER. The generic location LAST_YEAR is 
further specified as being END OF MARCH. 
 
3. GETARUNS : a system for text 
understanding 
 

GETARUNS1, the system for text understanding 
developed at the University of Venice, is organized 
as a pipeline which includes two versions of the 
system: what we call the Partial and the Deep 
GETARUNS and they work in a backoff policy. 
There are in fact three parsers interconnected and 
they are activated in order to prevent failure to take 
place. The system has a middle module for 
semantic interpretation and discourse model 
construction which is cast into Situation 
Semantics; and a higher module where reasoning 
and generation takes place.  

The system is based on LFG theoretical 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The system has been tested in STEP competition (see 
Delmonte 2008), and can be downloaded in two separate 
places. The partial system called VENSES in its stand-alone 
version is available at http://www.aclweb.org/aclwiki/ 
index.php?title=Textual_Entailment_Resource_Pool. The 
complete deep system is available both at 
http://www.sigsem.org/wiki/ 
STEP_2008_shared_task:_comparing_semantic_representatio
ns, and at, http://project.cgm.unive.it/html/sharedtask/. 
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framework and has a highly interconnected 
modular structure.  

The output of grammatical modules is fed then 
onto the Binding Module which activates an 
algorithm for anaphoric binding. Antecedents for 
pronouns are ranked according to grammatical 
function, semantic role, inherent features and their 
position at f-structure. Eventually, this information 
is added into the original f-structure graph and then 
passed on to the Discourse Module (hence DM). 

GETARUNS, has a linguistically based semantic 
module which is used to build up the DM. 
Semantic processing is strongly modularized and 
distributed amongst a number of different 
submodules which take care of Spatio-Temporal 
Reasoning, Discourse Level Anaphora Resolution, 
and other subsidiary processes like Topic 
Hierarchy which cooperate to find the most 
probable antecedent of coreferring and 
cospecifying referential expressions when creating 
semantic individuals. These are then asserted in the 
DM, which is then the sole knowledge 
representation used to solve nominal coreference. 
The system uses two resolution submodules which 
work in sequence: the first one is fired whenever a 
free sentence external pronoun is spotted; the 
second one takes the results of the first submodule 
and checks for nominal anaphora. They have 
access to all data structures contemporarily and 
pass the resolved pair, anaphor-antecedent to the 
following modules. Semantic Mapping is 
performed in two steps: at first a Logical Form is 
produced which is a structural mapping from 
DAGs onto unscoped well-formed formulas. These 
are then turned into situational semantics 
informational units, infons which may become 
facts or sits. Each unit has a relation, a list of 
arguments which in our case receive their semantic 
roles from lower processing – a polarity, a 
temporal and a spatial location index. 
All entities and their properties are asserted in the 
DM with the relations in which they are involved; 
in turn the relations may have modifiers - sentence 
level adjuncts, and entities may also have 
modifiers and attributes. Each entity has a polarity 
and a couple of spatiotemporal indices which are 
linked to main temporal and spatial locations if any 
exists; else they are linked to presumed time 
reference derived from tense and aspect 
computation. On second occurrence of the same 
nominal head the semantic index is recovered from 

the  history list and the system checks whether it is 
the same referring expression and has non-
conflicting attributes or properties. In all other 
cases a new entity is asserted in the DM which 
however is also computed as being included in (a 
superset of) or by (a subset of) the previous entity. 

4. A System For Event Marking And Event 
Coreference 

I will now go through the text above indicating 
places where the system has been able to locate 
and identify missing arguments. In order to clarify 
the working of the system I will use the output of 
the discourse model, which contains fully 
coreferred empty or linguistically unexpressed 
elements which have gone through pronominal 
binding process as well as coreference analysis.  
The first unexpressed element is the subject of the 
adjunct gerundive headed by KILL in the first 
sentence: 
 
(1) A Kurdish newspaper said Wednesday that 
Iraqi members of an Al Qaeda-linked group, a 
Kurd and an Arab, blew themselves up in northern 
Iraq on February 1, killing at least 105 people. 
 
The second unexpressed argument is contained in 
sentence 2, in the infinitival governed by 
SUSPECT and headed by CARRY_OUT, which is 
contained in the coordinate structure headed by 
SUSPECT, 
 
(2) The twin suicide bombing was the deadliest 
attack in post-war Iraq and was suspected to have 
been carried out by foreign fighters, possibly 
linked to Osama bin Laden's Al-Qaeda network. 
 
where the suicide_bombing is predicated as the 
"deadliest attack" in the previous main sentence. 
The main spatial location now becomes Iraq. 
Another unexpressed argument is the subject of 
POSTED, a participial modifying STATEMENT, 
 
(3) Ansar al-Sunna last week claimed the twin 
bombings in a statement posted on an Islamist 
website. 
 
where we still want to know who posted the 
“statement”, and the information is passed by the 
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main clause as the subject of CLAIM, i.e. Ansar al-
Sunna.  
Then we have another infinitival lacking subject 
argument information, in the following sentence, 
 
(4) The newspaper said the motive of the attack 
was to "punish" the two Kurdish secular groups, 
which control Iraqi Kurdistan, for their alliance 
with the US-led coalition. 
 
This is a copulative structure where the subject 
MOTIVE is predicated by the infinitival headed by 
PUNISH. In fact, this verb is lacking a referential 
subject simply because the predication prevents it 
from having a specific one. 
The same GROUP is coreferred in the final 
sentence that contains the most important sequence 
of unexpressed but yet essential arguments: 
 
(5) The newspaper added that bin Mahmud is the 
brother of man whose alias is Abdullah Al-Shami, 
an Ansar al-Islam leader who was killed last year 
while fighting a US-backed onslaught by the PUK 
that forced the group out of its enclave near the 
Iranian border at the end of March last year. 
 
The gerundive headed by FIGHT has LEADER as 
SUBJect and as OBJect the GROUP we found in 
the previous sentence. It is important to notice that 
this mention of GROUP is NOT coreferent with 
the one appearing at the beginning of the text. This 
non coreference is clearly apparent from attributes 
accompanying the head: the first one is expressed 
as "an Al Qaeda-linked group", whereas the second 
as "the two Kurdish secular groups". 
In the final computation, the system produces a set 
of entity pools, that is a set of all referents to a 
given semantic index - be they properties, entities 
or relations. In particular, the referent to the 
LEADER coincides by virtue of a predication, with 
Abdullah Al-Shami and has the property of being 
associated to Ansar al-Islam: from the pool, we 
now know that he was KILLED, being associated 
to the THEME_AFFected role. 
 
4.1 The Experiment and an Evaluation 

We tested the coreference module with the sample 
text and produced the following output that we 
comment in this section. For each event we have 
two vectors of information that we then use to 

evaluate its relevance and its possible coreference 
in the previous text. The categories used are fully 
explained in Delmonte (2007; 2009) and here we 
limit ourselves to a short description. 
The event may be a verb and be related to a 
propositional analysis or be a noun. Nouns 
classified as activity or events are selected as 
markables: this classification is partially derived 
from NomBank associated information about 
eventive nominals. Coreference links are activated 
by synonymity or just similarity, measured by 
WordNet synset, a Thesaurus or sharing identical 
semantic classes as indicated in SUMO-MILO or 
other similar computational lexica. The certainty 
value varies accordingly: from more certain, say .9, 
to less certain .4. Obviously, copulative 
predications are marked with certainty equal to 1 
being properties predicated in the syntax of the 
subject. 
 
4.1.1 Coreference links 

We present here briefly the addition to the system 
GETARUNS that have been produced for this task. 
The annotation of each text is shown in an xml file 
which has been obtained in the following steps: 
a. the system GETARUNS produces a deep 
analysis of each text on a sentence by sentence 
basis. At the end of the analysis of each sentence, 
markables are collected and all semantic 
information is attached to each word of the 
sentence. We collected all verbs and also eventive 
nominals and possible eventive modifiers. This is 
done in two steps.  
b. at the end of parsing each word of the sentence 
is associated to its lemma and general semantic 
categories are also collected from the analysis.  
c. The system produces then the steps required for 
the Discourse Model which is where entities, 
relations and properties are asserted with their 
attributes. Semantic indices are assigned to each 
new entity and previous mentions receive 
previously assigned indices. At this point the 
contents of the discourse model are associated to 
each word of the sentence.  
d. At the end of the analysis of the text the system 
collects all markables, which are internally made 
of four elements: an markable index, a word, a 
lemma, a semantic index (from the discourse 
model) or a generic indicator of eventuality for all 
verbs.  
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e. Then the complete discourse model is searched 
to produce a list of all entities, relations and 
properties with their spatiotemporal relations and 
polarity, as documented in situation semantics. 
Additional information is derived in this phase 
from WordNet, FrameNet or SumoMilo ontology 
and is made available to the coreference algorithm. 
Another component that is activated at the end of 
the analysis is sentiment analysis that computes an 
affective label associated to each markable - if 
possible - and classifies each markable into three 
different classes: positive, negative and neutral. 
d. The coreference algorithm works as follows: for 
each markable it check all possible coreference 
links, at first on the basis only of inherent semantic 
features, which are: wordform and lemma identity; 
then semantic similarity measured on the basis of a 
number of similarity criteria which are lexically 
based (no statistical measure is used). We search 
WordNet synsets and assign a score according to 
whether the markables are directly contained in the 
same synset or not. A different score is assigned if 
their relation can be inferred from the hierarchy. 
Other computational lexical resources we use are 
those documented in our work on Text Entailment 
Recognition (Delmonte et al. 2005; 2006; 2007; 
2008), and include FrameNet and Frames 
hierarchy; SumoMilo and its semantic 
classification.  
f. After collecting all possible coreferential 
relations between semantically validated markables, 
we then proceed to filter out those links that are 
inconsistent or incompatible according to three 
criteria: 
- first criterion: diverse sentiment polarity 
- second criterion: different argument structure  
- third criterion: non related spatiotemporal 
relations 
Both argument structure and spatiotemporal 
relations are collected in the discourse structure 
which also contains dependence relations 
expressed by discourse relations in discourse 
structures; temporal logical relations as computed 
from an adaptation of Allen's algorithm; and a 
point of view computed on the basis of presence of 
“reportive” verbs, or direct speech, reported speech, 
reported indirect speech.  
Another criterion we adopt is the nature of 
semantic similarity computed by the system. 
Values below a certain threshold indicate the 
coreference has been chosen on the basis of weak 

similarity, as may apply to semantic lexical fields. 
These are based on thesauri classification. Some 
examples below. 
As said above, event coreference links require 
sentiment match, argument identity or semantic 
similarity. In particular consider such cases as  
 
<MARK  ID=m34> claimed  </MARK>. 
 
is semantically computed as a communication verb 
on a par with SAY, but coreference is prevented by 
the fact that arguments don't coincide. SAY in all 
its various forms is used to report what the 
newspaper Hawlani said. Here CLAIM is related to 
different arguments as shown in the discourse 
structure entry, 
ds(to(7-17),7-
18,claim([id86:[ansar,sunna,al],id4:suspect,id87:st
atement],1,id71),during(tes(sn19evs7),tes(sn31evs
6)), narration,'ansar_al-sunna') 

The same applies to the use of KILL in the last 
sentence (11) whose argument structure prevents a 
coreference link with the previous occurrence of an 
identical verb form in sentence (2). Here below are 
the two discourse structures containing argument 
structures for the verb KILL in the two sentences: 
 
ds(down(11-28),11-
29,kill([id140:[[abdullah,shami,al],leader],id145:exist],1
,id71), after(tes(f562evs11),tes(f772evs11)), 
narration,narrator), 

ds(to(2-3),2-
4,kill([id16:member,id18:people],1,univ),after(tes(f4_ev
s_2),tes(f2_evs_1)),result,narrator), 

Discourse Structures also contain temporal logical 
relations, Discourse relation and Point of View. If 
we consider all computed markables, which are in 
our system 67, we come up with 47 possible 
coreference links. However only 17 have been 
regarded admissible and consistent and are listed 
here below.  
 
1.coref-ident m1 m7 hypothetical_certainty 1 
2.coref-ident m3 m17 hypothetical_certainty 1 
3.coref-simil m2 m20 hypothetical_certainty 0.9 
4.coref-simil m4 m14 hypothetical_certainty 0.9 
5.coref-ident m7 m25 hypothetical_certainty 1 
6.coref-simil m10 m21 hypothetical_certainty 0.9 
7.coref-ident m6 m28 hypothetical_certainty 1 
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8.coref-ident m7 m29 hypothetical_certainty 1 
9.coref-ident m7 m33 hypothetical_certainty 1 
10.coref-simil m1 m36 hypothetical_certainty 0.9 
11.coref-simil m11 m35 hypothetical_certainty 0.9 
12.coref-simil m15 m37 hypothetical_certainty 0.9 
13.coref-ident m6 m43 hypothetical_certainty 1 
14.coref-ident m7 m38 hypothetical_certainty 1 
15.coref-ident m14 m40 hypothetical_certainty 1 
16.coref-simil m32 m47 hypothetical_certainty 0.9 
17.coref-ident m7 m48 hypothetical_certainty 1 
 
Markables M1, M7, M25, M33, M38, M48 all 
refer to verb SAY and have as SUBJect the 
newspaper; in one case M1 is wrongly coreferred 
to M36, STATEMENT. M3 is attached to the noun 
SUSPECT and is made to corefer to M17, the verb 
SUSPECT which share arguments with the noun. 
M2 is “Al_Qaeda-linked” and is coreferred to M20, 
“linked”. M4 is BLASTS and is coreferred to M14, 
ATTACK. M10 is TWIN and is coreferred to M21, 
PAIR. M6 is “Kurdish” coreferred to M28 again 
Kurdish, but also M43. M11 is “suicide_bombing” 
which corefers to M35, “bombings”. M15 is “post-
war” and is wrongly coreferred to M37 “posted”. 
M14 ATTACK is coreferred to M40 again 
ATTACK. M32 MIXED is wrongly coreferred to 
M47 COALITION. There are three errors over 17. 
Omitted links include the following one 
coref- (m4- (blasts-blast-id5))- (m8- (blew-
blow_up-id26))-5 
where coreference between BLAST and 
BLOW_UP is established and the score assigned is 
0.5. This score is regarded too low and is filtered 
out, even though a causal link was clearly 
inferrable. 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
We show here below in Table 1. total counts for 
the 13 texts distributed with the Event Coreference 
Task. The system computed automatically 
Controllers and Antecedents: the first are referred 
to syntactically controlled Null Elements of 
Relative and Interrogative Clauses. The second are 
referred to SUBJects of infinitivals, and other  
predicative structures both argumental and non-
argumental. The table also includes counts of 
Markables and Coreferent Links, again computed 
automatically. There is no evaluation yet available. 
What we wanted to show is the proportion of NEs 

with respect to sentences, which is 1.6 per sentence, 
that is there are three NEs every two sentences.  
 

LI/Rounds Round1 Round2 Round3 Total 
Markables 334 372 325 1031 
Corefs 72 79 37 188 
Controllers 69 57 55 181 
Antecedents 60 57 53 170 
Sentences 69 78 72 219 
Total Null  
Elementss 

 
129 

 
114 

 
108 

 
351 

Table 1. Null Elements, Markables and Coreferents 
automatically computed by Getaruns on the 13 
texts of the Task 
 
In this paper we presented ongoing work to 
produce a system for event coreference that uses a 
linguistically-based approach and the output of a 
deep system for the representation of a text in a 
situation semantics framework. The output of the 
system on the sample text has been fairly 
consistent in particular for what concerns the 
computation of implicit information which we 
regard paramount for a successful performance in 
the task at hand.  
Semantic relations have been built taking into due 
account all attributes and modifiers of the semantic 
head. This process has allowed preventing 
coreference to take place on the basis of simple 
concept matching procedures. Some inferential 
processes have been fired using commonsense 
knowledge stored in the publicly available resource, 
ConceptNet.  
Besides, the computation of temporal relations 
based on a revised version of Allen's algorithm has 
allowed to control inclusion relations intervening 
between event structures. The output of the system 
includes a discourse structure which shows 
coordination and subordination links between 
discourse stretches defined by propositional level 
analysis. Structural inclusion is allowed again only 
in presence of same TOPIC and same 
spatiotemporal relation checking. Both NEW topic 
and NEW spatiotemporal relation will cause the 
structure to jump up to any possible previous node 
that may be used to provide a cohesion link in the 
text. This notion of coreference has not been 
explored yet and will be the topic of further study. 
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Abstract

This paper introduces GAF, a grounded an-
notation framework to represent events in a
formal context that can represent information
from both textual and extra-textual sources.
GAF makes a clear distinction between men-
tions of events in text and their formal rep-
resentation as instances in a semantic layer.
Instances are represented by RDF compliant
URIs that are shared across different research
disciplines. This allows us to complete textual
information with external sources and facili-
tates reasoning. The semantic layer can inte-
grate any linguistic information and is com-
patible with previous event representations in
NLP. Through a use case on earthquakes in
Southeast Asia, we demonstrate GAF flexibil-
ity and ability to reason over events with the
aid of extra-linguistic resources.

1 Introduction

Events are not only described in textual documents,
they are also represented in many other non-textual
sources. These sources include videos, pictures,
sensors or evidence from data registration such as
mobile phone data, financial transactions and hos-
pital registrations. Nevertheless, many approaches
to textual event annotation consider events as text-
internal-affairs, possibly across multiple documents
but seldom across different modalities. It follows
from the above that event representation is not ex-
clusively a concern for the NLP community. It also

plays a major role in several other branches of in-
formation science such as knowledge representation
and the Semantic Web, which have created their own
models for representing events.

We propose a grounded annotation framework
(GAF) that allows us to interconnect different ways
of describing and registering events, including non-
linguistic sources. GAF representations can be used
to reason over the cumulated and linked sources of
knowledge and information to interpret the often in-
complete and fragmented information that is pro-
vided by each source. We make a clear distinction
between mentions of events in text or any other form
of registration and their formal representation as in-
stances in a semantic layer.

Mentions in text are annotated using the Terence
Annotation Format (Moens et al., 2011, TAF) on top
of which the semantic layer is realized using Seman-
tic Web technologies and standards. In this semantic
layer, instances are denoted with Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs). Attributes and relations are ex-
pressed according to the Simple Event Model (Van
Hage et al., 2011, SEM) and other established on-
tologies. Statements are grouped in named graphs
based on provenance and (temporal) validity, en-
abling the representation of conflicting information.
External knowledge can be related to instances from
a wide variety of sources such as those found in the
Linked Open Data Cloud (Bizer et al., 2009a).

Instances in the semantic layer can optionally be
linked to one or more mentions in text or to other
sources. Because linking instances is optional, our
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representation offers a straightforward way to in-
clude information that can be inferred from text,
such as implied participants or whether an event is
part of a series that is not explicitly mentioned. Due
to the fact that each URI is unique, it is clear that
mentions connected to the same URI have a coref-
erential relation. Other relations between instances
(participants, subevents, temporal relations, etc.) are
represented explicitly in the semantic layer.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we present related work and ex-
plain the motivation behind our approach. Section 3
describes the in-text annotation approach. Our se-
mantic annotation layer is presented in Section 4.
Sections 5-7 present GAF through a use case on
earthquakes in Indonesia. This is followed by our
conclusions and future work in section 8.

2 Motivation and Background

Annotation of events and of relations between them
has a long tradition in NLP. The MUC confer-
ences (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) in the 90s
did not explicitly annotate events and coreference
relations, but the templates used for evaluating the
information extraction tasks indirectly can be seen
as annotation of events represented in newswires.
Such events are not ordered in time or further related
to each other. In response, Setzer and Gaizauskas
(2000) describe an annotation framework to create
coherent temporal orderings of events represented
in documents using closure rules. They suggest that
reasoning with text independent models, such as a
calendar, helps annotating textual representations.

More recently, generic corpora, such as Prop-
bank (Palmer et al., 2005) and the Framenet cor-
pus (Baker et al., 2003) have been built according to
linguistic principles. The annotations aim at prop-
erly representing verb structures within a sentence
context, focusing on verb arguments, semantic roles
and other elements. In ACE 2004 (Linguistic Data
Consortium, 2004b), event detection and linking is
included as a pilot task for the first time, inspired by
annotation schemes developed for named entities.
They distinguish between event mentions and the
trigger event, which is the mention that most clearly
expresses its occurrence (Linguistic Data Consor-
tium, 2004a). Typically, agreement on the trigger

event is low across annotators (around 55% (Moens
et al., 2011)). Timebank (Pustejovsky et al., 2006b)
is a more recent corpus for representing events and
time-expressions that includes temporal relations in
addition to plain coreference relations.

All these approaches have in common that they
consider the textual representation as a closed world
within which events need to be represented. This
means that mentions are linked to a trigger event
or to each other but not to an independent semantic
representation. More recently, researchers started to
annotate events across multiple documents, such as
the EventCorefBank (Bejan and Harabagiu, 2010).
Cross-document coreference is more challenging for
establishing the trigger event, but it is in essence not
different from annotating textual event coreference
within a single document. Descriptions of events
across documents may complement each other pro-
viding a more complete picture, but still textual de-
scriptions tend to be incomplete and sparse with re-
spect to time, place and participants. At the same
time, the comparison of events becomes more com-
plex. We thus expect even lower agreement in as-
signing trigger events across documents. Nothman
et al. (2012) define the trigger as the first new ar-
ticle that mentions an event, which is easier than
to find the clearest description and still report inter-
annotator agreement of .48 and .73, respectively.

Recent approaches to automatically resolve event
coreference (cf. Chambers and Jurafsky (2011a),
Bejan and Harabagiu (2010)) use some background
data to establish coreference and other relations be-
tween events in text. Background information, in-
cluding resources, and models learned from textual
data do not represent mentions of events directly but
are useful to fill gaps of knowledge in the textual
descriptions. They do not alter the model for anno-
tation as such.

We aim to take these recent efforts one step fur-
ther and propose a grounded annotation framework
(GAF). Our main goal is to integrate information
from text analysis in a formal context shared with
researchers across domains. Furthermore, GAF is
flexible enough to contain contradictory informa-
tion. This is both important to represent sources
that (partially) contradict each other and to com-
bine alternative annotations or output of different
NLP tools. Because conflicting information may be
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present, provenance of information is provided in
our framework, so that we may decide which source
to trust more or use it as a feature to decide which in-
terpretation to follow. Different models of event rep-
resentation exist that can contribute valuable infor-
mation. Therefore our model is compliant with prior
approaches regardless of whether they are manual or
automatic. Finally, GAF makes a clear distinction
between instances and instance mentions avoiding
the problem of determining a trigger event. Addi-
tionally, it facilitates the integration of information
from extra-textual sources and information that can
be inferred from texts, but is not explicitly men-
tioned. Sections 5 to 7 will explain how we can
achieve this with GAF.

3 The TERENCE annotation format

The TERENCE Annotation Format (TAF) is de-
fined within the TERENCE Project1 with the goal
to include event mentions, temporal expressions and
participant mentions in a single annotation proto-
col (Moens et al., 2011). TAF is based on ISO-
TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2010), but introduces
several adaptations in order to fit the domain of chil-
dren’s stories for which it was originally developed.
The format has been used to annotate around 30 chil-
dren stories in Italian and 10 in English.

We selected TAF as the basis for our in-text anno-
tation for three reasons. First, it incorporates the (in
our opinion crucial) distinction between instances
and instance mentions. Second, it adapts some con-
solidated paradigms for linguistic annotation such as
TimeML for events and temporal expressions and
ACE for participants and participant mentions (Lin-
guistic Data Consortium, 2005). It is thus compat-
ible with other annotation schemes. Third, it inte-
grates the annotation of event mentions, participants
and temporal expressions into a unified framework.
We will elaborate briefly on these properties below.

As mentioned, TAF makes a clear distinction be-
tween instances and instance mentions. Originally,
this distinction only applied to nominal and named
entities, similar to ACE (Linguistic Data Consor-
tium, 2005), because children’s stories can gener-
ally be treated as a closed world, usually present-

1ICT FP7 Programme, ICT-2010-25410, http://www.
terenceproject.eu/

ing a simple sequence of events that do not corefer.
Event coreference and linking to other sources was
thus not relevant for this domain. In GAF, we ex-
tend the distinction between instances and instance
mentions to events to model event coreference, link
them to other sources and create a consistent model
for all instances.

Children’s stories usually include a small set of
characters, event sequences (mostly in chronologi-
cal order), and a few generic temporal expressions.
In the TERENCE project, modeling characters in
the stories is necessary. This requires an extension
of TimeML to deal with event participants. Puste-
jovsky et al. (2006a) address the need to include ar-
guments in TimeML annotations, but that proposal
did not include specific examples and details on how
to perform annotation (e.g., on the participants’ at-
tributes). Such guidelines were created for TAF.

The TAF annotation of event mentions largely
follows TimeML in annotating tense, aspect, class,
mood, modality and polarity and temporal expres-
sions. However, there are several differences be-
tween TAF and TimeML. First, temporal expres-
sions are not normalized into the ISO-8601 form,
because most children’s stories are not fixed to a spe-
cific date. In GAF, the normalization of expressions
takes place in the semantic layer as these go beyond
the scope of the text. As a result, temporal vague-
ness of linguistic expressions in text do not need to
be normalized in the textual representation to actual
time points and remain underspecified.2

In TAF, events and participant mentions are linked
through a has participant relation, which is defined
as a directional, one-to-one relation from the event
to the participant mentions. Only mentions corre-
sponding to mandatory arguments of the events in
the story are annotated. Annotators look up each
verb in a reference dictionary providing information
on the predicate-argument structure of each verb.
This makes annotation easier and generally not con-
troversial. However, this kind of information can be
provided only by annotators having a good knowl-
edge of linguistics.

All annotations are performed with the Celct An-

2Note that we can still use existing tools for normalization
at the linguistic level: early normalizations can be integrated
in the semantic layer alongside normalizations carried out at a
later point.
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Figure 1: The SEM ontology

notation Tool (Bartalesi Lenzi et al., 2012), an online
tool supporting TimeML that can easily be extended
to include participant information. The annotated
file can be exported to various XML formats and im-
ported into the semantic layer. The next section de-
scribes SEM, the event model used in our semantic
layer, and how it complements the TAF annotations.

4 The Simple Event Model

The Simple Event Model (SEM) is an RDF
schema (Carroll and Klyne, 2004; Guha and Brick-
ley, 2004) to express who did what, where, and
when. There are many RDF schemas and OWL on-
tologies (Motik et al., 2009) that describe events,
e.g., Shaw et al. (2009), Crofts et al. (2008) and
Scherp et al. (2009). SEM is among the most
flexible and easiest to adapt to different domains.
SEM describes events and related instances such as
the place, time and participants (called Actors in
SEM) by representing the interactions between the
instances with RDF triples. SEM models are se-
mantic networks that include events, places, times,
participants and all related concepts, such as their
types.

An overview of all the classes in the SEM ontol-
ogy and the relations connecting them is shown in
Figure 1. Nodes can be identified by URIs, which
universally identify them across all RDF models. If
for example one uses the URI used by DBpedia3

(Bizer et al., 2009b) for the 2004 catastrophe in In-
3http://dbpedia.org

donesia, then one really means the same event as ev-
erybody else who uses that URI. SEM does not put
any constraints on the RDF vocabulary, so vocabu-
laries can easily be reused. Places and place types
can for example be imported from GeoNames4 and
event types from the RDF version of WordNet.

SEM supports two types of abstraction: gener-
alization with hierarchical relations from other on-
tologies, such as the subclass relation from RDFS,
and aggregation of events into superevents with the
sem:subEventOf relation, as exemplified in Fig-
ure 2. Other types of abstractions can be represented
using additional schemas or ontologies in combina-
tion with SEM. For instance, temporal aggregation
can be done with constructs from the OWL Time
ontology (Hobbs and Pan, 2004).

Relations between events and other instances,
which could be other events, places, actors, times,
or external concepts, can be modeled using the
sem:eventProperty relation. This relation can
be refined to represent specific relations, such as
specific participation, causality or simultaneity rela-
tions. The provenance of information in the SEM
graph is captured through assigning contexts to
statements using the PROV Data Model (Moreau et
al., 2012). In this manner, all statements derived
from a specific newspaper article are stored in a
named graph that represents that origin. Conflicting
statements can be stored in different named graphs,
and can thus coexist. This gives us the possibility

4http://www.geonames.org/ontology/
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Figure 2: Partial SEM representation of December 26th 2004 Earthquake

of delaying or ignoring the resolution of the conflict,
which enables use cases that require the analysis of
the conflict itself.

5 The GAF Annotation Framework

This section explains the basic idea behind GAF by
using texts on earthquakes in Indonesia. GAF pro-
vides a general model for event representation (in-
cluding textual and extra-textual mentions) as well
as exact representation of linguistic annotation or
output of NLP tools. Simply put, GAF is the combi-
nation of textual analyses and formal semantic rep-
resentations in RDF.

5.1 A SEM for earthquakes

We selected newspaper texts on the January 2009
West Papua earthquakes from Bejan and Harabagiu
(2010) to illustrate GAF. This choice was made be-
cause the topic “earthquake” illustrates the advan-
tage of sharing URIs across domains. Gao and
Hunter (2011) propose a Linked Data model to cap-
ture major geological events such as earthquakes,
volcano activity and tsunamis. They combine infor-
mation from different seismological databases with
the intention to provide more complete information

to experts which may help to predict the occurrence
of such events. The information can also be used
in text interpretation. We can verify whether in-
terpretations by NLP tools correspond to the data
and relations defined by geologists or, through gen-
eralization, which interpretation is the most sensi-
ble given what we know about the events. General
information on events obtained from automatic text
processing, such as event templates (Chambers and
Jurafsky, 2011b) or typical event durations (Gusev
et al., 2010) can be integrated in SEM in a similar
manner. Provenance indications can be used to in-
dicate whether information is based on a model cre-
ated by an expert or an automatically derived model
obtained by a particular approach.

Figure 2 provides a fragment of a SEM represen-
tation for the earthquake and tsunami of December
26 2004.5 The model is partially inspired by Gao
and Hunter (2011)’s proposal. It combines infor-
mation extracted from texts with information from
DBpedia. The linking between the two can be es-
tablished either manually or automatically through

5The annotation and a larger representation including the
sentence it represents can be found on the GAF website http:
//wordpress.let.vu.nl/gaf.
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an entity linking system.6 The combined event of
the earthquake and tsunami is represented by a DB-
pedia URI. The node labeled naacl:INSTANCE 186
represents the earthquake itself. The unambiguous
representation of the 2004 earthquake leads us to ad-
ditional information about it, for instance that the
earthquake is an event (sem:Event) and that the
sem:EventType is an earthquake, in this case
represented by a synset from WordNet, but also the
exact date it occurred and the exact location (cf
sem:hasTime, sem:hasPlace).

5.2 Integrating TAF representations into SEM

TAF annotations are converted to SEM relations.
For example, the TAF as participant relations
are translated to sem:hasActor relations, and
temporal relations are translated to sem:hasTime.
We use the relation nwr:denotedBy to link in-
stances to their mentions in the text which are repre-
sented by their unique identifiers in Figure 2.

Named graphs are used to model the source of
information as discussed in Section 4. The re-
lation sem:accordingTo indicates provenance
of information in the graph.7 For instance, the
mentions from the text in named graph gaf:G1
come from the source dbpedia:Bloomberg.
Relations between instances (e.g. between IN-
STANCE 189 and INSTANCE 188) are derived
from a specific grammatical relation in the text
(here, that tsunami is subject of swept) indicated
by the nwr:derivedFrom relation from gaf:G5
to gaf:G4. The grammatical relations included
in graph gaf:G5 come from a TAF annotation
(tag:annotation 2013 03 24).

6 GAF Earthquake Examples

This section takes a closer look at a few selected sen-
tences from the text that illustrate different aspects
of GAF. Figure 2 showed how a URI can provide a
formal context including important background in-

6Entity linking is the task of associating a mention to an
instance in a knowledge base. Several approaches and tools for
entity linking w.r.t. DBpedia and other data sets in the Linked
Open Data cloud are available and achieve good performances,
such as DBpedia Spotlight (Mendes et al., 2011); see (Rizzo
and Troncy, 2011) for a comparison of tools.

7The use of named graphs in this way to denote context is
compatible with the method used by Bozzato et al. (2012).

formation on the event. Several texts in the corpus
refer to the tsunami of December 26, 2004, a 9.1
temblor in 2004 caused a tsunami and The catastro-
phe four years ago, among others. Compared to time
expressions such as 2004 and four years ago, time
indications extracted from external sources like DB-
pedia are not only more precise, but also permit us to
correctly establish the fact that these expressions re-
fer to the same event and thus indicate the same time.
The articles were published in January 2009: a direct
normalization of time indications would have placed
the catastrophe in 2005. The flexibility to combine
these seemingly conflicting time indications and de-
lay normalization can be used to correctly interpret
that four years ago early January 2009 refers to an
event taking place at the end of December 2004.

A fragment relating to one of the earthquakes of
January 2009: The quake struck off the coast [...] 75
kilometers (50 miles) west of [....] Manokwari pro-
vides a similar example. The expressions 75 kilo-
meters and 50 miles are clearly meant to express
the same distance, but not identical. The location
is most likely neither exactly 75 km nor 50 miles.
SEM can represent an underspecified location that
is included in the correct region. The exact location
of the earthquake can be found in external resources.
We can include both distances as expressions of the
location and decide whether they denote the general
location or include the normalized locations as alter-
natives to those from external resources.

Different sources may report different details.
Details may only be known later, or sources may
report from a different perspective. As provenance
information can be incorporated into the semantic
layer, we can represent different perspectives, and
choose which one to use when reasoning over the
information. For example, the following phrases
indicate the magnitude of the earthquakes that
struck Manokwari on January 4, 2009:

the 7.7 magnitude quake (source: Xinhuanet)
two quakes, measuring 7.6 and 7.4 (source: Bloomberg)
One 7.3-magnitude tremor (source: Jakartapost)

The first two magnitude indicators (7.7, 7.6)
are likely to pertain to the same earthquake, just as
the second two (7.4, 7.3) are. Trust indicators can
be found through the provenance trace of each men-
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tion. Trust indicators can include the date on which
it was published, properties of the creation process,
the author, or publisher (Ceolin et al., 2010).
Furthermore, because the URIs are shared across
domains, we can link the information from the text
to information from seismological databases, which
may contain the exact measurement for the quake.

Similarly, external information obtained through
shared links can help us establish coreference. Con-
sider the sentences in Figure 3. There are several
ways to establish that the same event is meant in all
three sentences by using shared URIs and reasoning.
All sentences give us approximate time indications,
location of the affected area and casualties. Rea-
soning over these sentences combined with external
knowledge allows us to infer facts such as that un-
dersea [...] off [...] Aceh will be in the Indian Ocean,
or that the affected countries listed in the first sen-
tence are countries around the Indian Ocean, which
constitutes the Indian Ocean Community. The num-
ber of casualties in combination of the approximate
time indication or approximate location suffices to
identify the earthquake and tsunami in Indonesia on
December 26, 2004. The DBpedia representation
contains additional information such as the magni-
tude, exact location of the quake and a list of affected
countries, which can be used for additional verifica-
tion. This example illustrates how a formal context
using URIs that are shared across disciplines of in-
formation science can help to determine exact refer-
ents from limited or imprecise information.

7 Creating GAF

GAF entails integrating linguistic information
(e.g. TAF annotations) into RDF models (e.g. SEM).
The information in the model includes provenance
that points back to specific annotations. There are
two approaches to annotate text according to GAF.
The first approach is bottom-up. Mentions are
marked in the text as well as relations between them
(participants, time, causal relations, basically any-
thing except coreference). Consequently, these an-
notations are converted to SEM representations as
explained above. Coreference is established by link-
ing mentions to the same instance in SEM. The sec-
ond approach is top-down. Here, annotators mark
relations between instances (events, their partici-

pants, time relations, etc.) directly into SEM and
then link these to mentions in the text.

As mention in Section 2, inter-annotator agree-
ment on event annotation is generally low showing
that it is challenging. The task is somewhat simpli-
fied in GAF, since it removes the problem of identi-
fying an event trigger in the text. The GAF equiva-
lent of the event trigger in other linguistic annotation
approaches is an instance in SEM. However, other
challenges such as which mentions to select are in
principle not addressed by GAF, though differences
in inter-annotator agreement may be found depend-
ing on whether the bottom-up approach or the top-
down approach is selected. The formal context of
SEM may help frame annotations, especially for do-
mains such as earthquakes, where expert knowledge
was used to create basic event models. This may
help annotators while defining the correct relations
between events. On the other hand, the top-down
approach may lead to additional challenges, because
annotators are forced to link events to unambiguous
instances leading to hesitations as to when new in-
stances should be introduced.

Currently, we only use the bottom-up approach.
The main reason is the lack of an appropriate anno-
tation tool to directly annotate information in SEM.
We plan to perform comparative studies between the
two annotation approaches in future work.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented GAF, an event annotation framework
in which textual mentions of events are grounded in
a semantic model that facilitates linking these events
to mentions in external (possibly non-textual) re-
sources and thereby reasoning. We illustrated how
GAF combines TAF and SEM through a use case
on earthquakes. We explained that we aim for a
representation that can combine textual and extra-
linguistic information, provides a clear distinction
between instances and instance mentions, is flexi-
ble enough to include conflicting information and
clearly marks the provenance of information.

GAF ticks all these boxes. All instances are rep-
resented by URIs in a semantic layer following stan-
dard RDF representations that are shared across re-
search disciplines. They are thus represented com-
pletely independent of the source and clearly distin-
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There have been hundreds of earthquakes in Indonesia since a 9.1 temblor in 2004 caused a
tsunami that swept across the Indian Ocean, devastating coastal communities and leaving more
than 220,000 people dead in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, Thailand and other countries.
(Bloomberg, 2009-01-07 01:55 EST)

The catastrophe four years ago devastated Indian Ocean community and killed more than 230,000
people, over 170,000 of them in Aceh at northern tip of Sumatra Island of Indonesia.
(Xinhuanet, 2009-01-05 13:25:46 GMT)

In December 2004, a massive undersea quake off the western Indonesian province of Aceh
triggered a giant tsunami that left at least 230,000 people dead and missing in a dozen
countries facing the Indian Ocean. (Aljazeera, 2009-01-05 08:49 GMT)

Figure 3: Sample sentences mentioning the December 2004 Indonesian earthquake from sample texts

guished from mentions in text or mentions in other
sources. The Terence Annotation Format (TAF) pro-
vides a unified framework to annotate events, par-
ticipants and temporal expressions (and the corre-
sponding relations) by leaning on past, consolidated
annotation experiences such TimeML and ACE. We
will harmonize TAF, the Kyoto Annotation Format
(Bosma et al., 2009, KAF) and the NLP Interchange
Format (Hellmann et al., 2012, NIF) with respect
to the textual representation in the near future. The
NAF format includes the lessons learned from these
predecessors: layered standoff representations using
URI as identifiers and where possible standardized
data categories. The formal semantic model (SEM)
provides the flexibility to include conflicting infor-
mation as well as indications of the provenance of
this information. This allows us to use inferencing
and reasoning over the cumulated and aggregated
information, possibly exploiting the provenance of
the type of information source. This flexibility also
makes our representation compatible with all ap-
proaches dealing with event representation and de-
tections mentioned in Section 2. It can include au-
tomatically learned templates as well as specific re-
lations between events and time expressed in text.
Moreover, it may simultaneously contain output of
different NLP tools.

The proposed semantic layer may be simple, its
flexibility in importing external knowledge may in-
crease complexity in usage as it can model events in
every thinkable domain. To resolve this issue, it is
important to scope the domain by importing the ap-
propriate vocabularies, but no more. When keeping
this in mind, reasoning with SEM is shown to be rich
but still versatile (Van Hage et al., 2012).

While GAF provides us with the desired granu-

larity and flexibility for the event annotation tasks
we envision, a thorough evaluation still needs to be
carried out. This includes an evaluation of the anno-
tations created with GAF compared to other anno-
tation formats, as well as testing it within a greater
application. A comparative study of top-down and
bottom-up annotation will also be carried out. As al-
ready mentioned in Section 7, there is no appropriate
modeling tool for SEM yet. We are currently using
the CAT tool to create TAF annotations and convert
those to SEM, but will develop a tool to annotate the
semantic layer directly for this comparative study.

The most interesting effect of the GAF annota-
tions is that it provides us with relatively simple ac-
cess to a vast wealth of extra-linguistic information,
which we can utilize in a variety of NLP tasks; some
of the reasoning options that are made available by
the pairing up with Semantic Web technology may
for example aid us in identifying coreference rela-
tions between events. Investigating the implications
of this combination of NLP and Semantic Web tech-
nologies lies at the heart of our future work.
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Abstract1 

Despite considerable theoretical and computa-
tional work on coreference, deciding when two 
entities or events are identical is very difficult.  
In a project to build corpora containing corefer-
ence links between events, we have identified 
three levels of event identity (full, partial, and 
none). Event coreference annotation on two cor-
pora was performed to validate the findings.    

1 The Problem of Identity 

Last year we had HLT in Montreal, and this year 
we did it in Atlanta.   

Does the “did it” refer to the same conference or 
a different one?  The two conferences are not iden-
tical, of course, but they are also not totally unre-
lated—else the “did it” would not be interpretable.   

When creating text, we treat instances of entities 
and events as if they are fixed, well-described, and 
well-understood.  When we say “that boat over 
there” or “Mary’s wedding next month”, we as-
sume the reader creates a mental representation of 
the referent, and we proceed to refer to it without 
further thought.   

However, as has been often noted in theoretical 
studies of semantics, this assumption is very prob-
lematic (Mill, 1872; Frege 1892; Guarino, 1999).  
Entities and (even more so) events are complex 
composite phenomena in the world, and they un-
dergo change.  

                                                             
1 This work was supported by grants from DARPA and NSF, 
as well as by funding that supported Prof. M. Felisa Vedejo 
from UNED Madrid. 

Since nobody has complete knowledge, the au-
thor’s mental image of the entity or event in ques-
tion might differ from the reader’s, and from the 
truth.  Specifically, the properties the author as-
sumes for the event or entity might not be the ones 
the reader assumes. This difference has deep con-
sequences for the treatment of the semantic mean-
ing of a text.  In particular, it fundamentally affects 
how one must perform coreference among entities 
or events.   

As discussed in Section 6, events have been the 
focus of study in both Linguistics and NLP (Chen 
and Ji, 2009; Bejan and Harabagiu, 2008, 2010; 
Humphreys et al., 1997).  Determining when two 
event mentions in text corefer is, however, an un-
solved problem2.  Past work in NLP has avoided 
some of the more complex problems by consider-
ing only certain types of coreference, or by simply 
ignoring the major problems.  The results have 
been partial, or inconsistent, annotations.   

In this paper we describe our approach to the 
problem of coreference among events.  In order to 
build a corpus containing event coreference links 
that is annotated with high enough inter-annotator 
agreement to be useful for machine learning, it has 
proven necessary to create a model of event identi-
ty that is more elaborate than is usually assumed in 
the NLP literature, and to formulate quite specific 
definitions for its central concepts.   

                                                             
2 In this work, we mean both events and states when we say 
“event”.  A state refers to a fixed, or regularly changing, con-
figuration of entities in the world, such as “it is hot” or “he is 
running”.  An event occurs when there is a change of state in 
the world, such as “he stops running” or “the plane took off”. 
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 Event coreference is the problem of determin-
ing when two mentions in a text refer to the ‘same’ 
event. Whether or not the event actually occurred 
in reality is a separate issue; a text can describe 
people flying around on dragons or broomsticks.  
While the events might be actual occurrences, hy-
pothesized or desired ones, etc., they exist in the 
text as Discourse Elements (DEs), and this is what 
we consider in this work. 

Each DE is referred to (explicitly or implicitly) 
in the text by a mention, for example “destroy”, 
“the attack”, “that event”, or “it”. But it is often 
unclear whether two mentions refer to the same DE 
or to closely related ones, or to something alto-
gether different. The following example illustrates 
two principal problems of event coreference:  

While Turkish troops have been fighting_E.1 
a Kurdish faction in northern Iraq, two other 
Kurdish groups have been battling_E.2 each 
other. 
A radio station operated_E.3 by the Kurdistan 
Democratic Party said_E.4 the party's forces 
attacked_E.5 positions of the Patriotic Union 
of Kurdistan on Monday in the Kurdish re-
gion's capital Irbil. 
The Voice of Iraqi Kurdistan radio, moni-
tored_E.6 by the British Broadcasting Corp., 
said_E.7 more than 80 Patriotic Union fight-
ers were killed_E.8 and at least 150 wound-
ed_E.9. 
The fighting_E.10 was also reported_E.11 
by a senior Patriotic Union official, Kusret 
Rasul Ali, who said_E.12 PUK forces re-
pelled_E.13 a large KDP attack_E.14. 
… 
Ali claimed_E.16 that 300 KDP fighters were 
killed_E.17 or wounded_E.18 and only 11 
Patriotic Union members died_E.19. 
Problem 1: Partial event overlap.  Event E.2, 

“battling each other”, refers to an ongoing series of 
skirmishes between two Kurdish groups, the KDP 
and the PUK.  Since one of these battles, where the 
KDP attacked positions of the PUK, is E.5, it is 
natural to say that E.2 and E.5 corefer.  However, 
E.2 clearly denotes other battles as well, and there-
fore E.5 and E.2 cannot fully corefer.  In another 
example, event E.8 refers to the killing of a num-
ber of soldiers as part of this fight E.5, and event 
E.9 to the wounding of others.  Both events E.8 

and E.9 constitute an intrinsic part of the attack 
E.5, and hence corefer to it, but are each only part 
of E.5, and hence neither can fully corefer to it.   

Problem 2: Inconsistent reporting.  This news 
fragment contains two reports of the fight: E.5 and 
E.10.  Since E.10 describes E.5 from the perspec-
tive of a senior PUK official, it should corefer to 
E.5.  But where the KDP’s report claims more than 
80 PUK fighters killed (event E.8, part of E.5), the 
PUK official said that only 11 PUK members died 
(event E.19, part of E.10).  Without taking into 
account the fact that the two killing events are re-
ports made by different speakers, it would not be 
possible to recognize them as coreferent.   

Examples of partial event overlap and incon-
sistent reporting are common in text, and occur as 
various types.  In our work, we formally recognize 
partial event overlap, calling it partial event identi-
ty, which permits different degrees and types of 
event coreference.  This approach simplifies the 
coreference problem and highlights various inter-
event relationships that facilitates grouping events 
into ‘families’ that support further analysis and 
combination with other NLP system components.   

In this paper, we introduce the idea that there are 
three degrees of event identity: fully identical, qua-
si-identical, and fully independent (not identical).  
Full identity reflects in full coreference and quasi-
identity in partial coreference.  Fully independent 
events are singletons.  

Our claims in this paper are:  
• Events, being complex phenomena, can 

corefer fully (identity) or partially (quasi-identity).  
• Event coreference annotation is considera-

bly clarified when partial coreference is allowed.  
• A relatively small fixed set of types of 

quasi-identity suffices to describe most of them.  
• Different domains and genres highlight 

different subsets of these quasi-identity types.   
• Different auxiliary knowledge sources and 

texts are relevant for different types. 

2 Types of Full and Partial Identity 
Def: Two mentions fully corefer if their activi-

ty/event/state DE is identical in all respects, as far 
as one can tell from their occurrence in the text.  
(In particular, their agents, location, and time are 
identical or compatible.)  One can distinguish sev-
eral types of identity, as spelled out below.  
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Def: Two mentions partially corefer if activi-
ty/event/state DE is quasi-identical: most aspects 
are the same, but some additional information is 
provided for one or the other that is not shared. 
There are two principal types of quasi-identity, as 
defined below.  

Otherwise, two mentions do not corefer.  

2.1 Full Identity  
Mention1 is identical to mention2 iff there is no 
semantic (meaning) difference between them. Just 
one DE, and exactly the same aspects of the DE, 
are understood from both mentions in their con-
texts. It is possible to replace the one mention with 
the other without any semantic change (though 
some small syntactic changes might be required to 
ensure grammaticality). Note that mention2 may 
contain less detail than mention1 and remain iden-
tical, if it carries over information from mention1 
that is understood / inherited from the context.  
However, when mention2 provides more or new 
information not contained in mention1 or naturally 
inferred for it, then the two are no longer identical. 
Usually, exact identity is rare within a single text, 
but may occur more often across texts.  We identi-
fy the following types:  

1. Lexical identity: The two mentions use 
exactly the same senses of the same word(s), in-
cluding derivational words (e.g., “destroy”, “de-
struction”). 

2. Synonym: One mention’s word is a syno-
nym of the other’s word.  

3. Wide-reading: One mention is a synonym 
of the wide reading of the other (defined below, 
under Quasi-identity:Scriptal).  For example, in 
“the attack(E1) took place yesterday.  The bomb-
ing(E2) killed four people”, E1 and E2 are fully 
coreferent only when “bombing” is read in its wide 
sense that denotes the whole attack, not the narrow 
sense that denotes just the actual exploding of the 
bomb.   

4. Paraphrase: One mention is a paraphrase 
of the other.  Here some syntactic differences may 
occur.  Some examples are active/passive trans-
formation (“she gave him the book” / “he was giv-
en the book by her”), shifts of perspective that do 
not add or lose information (“he went to Boston” / 
“he came to Boston”), etc.  No extra semantic in-
formation is provided in one mention or the other.    

5. Pronoun: One mention refers deictically 
to the DE, as in (“the party” / “that event”), (“the 
election [went well]” / “it [went well]”).   

2.2  Quasi-identity  
Mention1 is quasi- (partially) identical to mention2 
iff they refer to the ‘same’ DE but one mention 
includes information that is not contained in the 
other, not counting information understood/inhe-
rited from the context.  They are semantically not 
fully identical, though the core part of the two 
mentions is.  One mention can replace the other, 
but some information will be changed, added, or 
lost.  (This is the typical case between possible 
coreferent mentions within a document.)   

We distinguish between two core types of partial 
identity: Membership and Subevent.  The essential 
difference between the two is which aspects of the 
two events in question differ.  Member-of obtains 
when we have two instances of the same event that 
differ in some particulars, such as time and loca-
tion and [some] participants (agents, patients, etc).  
In contrast, Subevent obtains when we have differ-
ent events that occur at more or less the same place 
and time with the same cast of participants.   

Membership: Mention1 is a set of similar DEs 
(multiple instances of the same kind of event), like 
several birthday parties, and mention2 is one or 
more of them.  More precisely, we say that an 
event B is a member of A if: (i) A is a set of mul-
tiple instances of the same type of event (and 
hence its mention usually pluralized); (ii) B’s 
DE(s) is one or more (but not all) of them; (iii) ei-
ther or both the time and the place of B’s DE(s) 
and (some of) A’s DEs are different.  For example, 
in “I attended three parties(E1) last month.  The 
first one(E2) was the best”, E2 is a member of E1.  
The relation that links the single instance to the set 
is member-of.  

Subevent: The DE of mention1 is a script (a ste-
reotypical sequence of events, performed by an 
agent in pursuit of a given goal, such as eating at a 
restaurant, executing a bombing, running for elec-
tion), and mention2 is one of the actions/events 
executed as part of that script (say, paying the 
waiter, or detonating the bomb, or making a cam-
paign speech).  More precisely, we say that an 
event B is a subevent of an event A if: (i) A is a 
complex sequence of activities, mostly performed 
by the same (or compatible) agent; (ii) B is one of 
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these activities; and (iii) B occurs at the same time 
and place as A.  Here A acts as a kind of collector 
event.  Often, the whole script is named by the key 
event of the script (for example, in “he planned the 
explosion”, the “explosion” signifies the whole 
script, including planning, planting the bomb, the 
detonation, etc.; but the actual detonation event 
itself can also be called “the explosion”).  We call 
the interpretation of the mention that refers to the 
whole script its wide reading, and the interpreta-
tion that refers to just the key subevent the narrow 
reading.  It is important not to confuse the two; a 
wide reading and a narrow reading of a word can-
not corefer3. The relation that links the narrow 
reading DE to the wide one is sub-to.   

Several aspects of the events in question provide 
key information to differentiate between members 
and subevents:   

1. Time: When the time of occurrence of 
mention1 is temporally ‘close enough’ to the time 
of occurrence of mention2, then it is likely that one 
is a Subevent of the other.  More precisely, we say 
that an event B is a subevent of event A if: (i) A 
and B are both events; (ii) the mentions of A and B 
both refer to the same overall DE; and (iii) the time 
of occurrence of B is contained in the time of oc-
currence of A. But if (i) and (ii) hold but not (iii), 
and A is a set of events (plural), then B is a mem-
ber of A.  (In (Humphreys et al., 1997), any varia-
tion in time automatically results in a decision of 
non-coreference.)   

2. Space/location: The location of mention1 
is spatially ‘close enough’ to the location of men-
tion2.  More precisely, we say that an event B is a 
subevent of event A if: (i) A and B are both 
events; (ii) the mentions of A and B both refer to 
the same overall DE; and (iii) the location of oc-
currence of B is contained in, or overlaps with, or 
abuts the location of occurrence of A.  But if (i) 
and (ii) hold but not (iii), and A is a set of events 
(plural), then B is a member of A. 

                                                             
3 For example, in “James perpetrated the shooting. He was 
arrested for the attack”, “shooting” is used in its wide sense 
and here is coreferent with “attack”, since it applies to a whole 
sequence of events.  In contrast, “James perpetrated the shoot-
ing.  He is the one who actually pulled the trigger”, “shooting” 
is used in its narrow sense to mean just the single act.  Typi-
cally, a word with two readings can corefer (i.e., be lexically 
or synonymically identical to) another in the same reading 
only. 

3.  Event participants: Mention1 and men-
tion2 refer to the same DE but differ in the overall 
cast of participants involved.  In these cases, the 
member relation obtains, and can be differentiated 
into subtypes, since participants of events can dif-
fer in several ways.  For example, if: (i) the men-
tions of events A and B refer to the same overall 
DE; and (ii) the participants (agents, patients, etc.) 
of mention2 are a subset of the participants of 
mention1, as in “the crowd demonstrated on the 
square. Susan and Mary were in it”, then event B is 
a participant-member of event A.  In another ex-
ample, event B is a participant-instance-member 
of event A if: (i) the mentions of events A and B 
refer to the same overall DE; and (ii) one or more 
of the participants (agents, patients, etc.) of men-
tion2 is/are an instance of the participants of men-
tion1, as in “a firebrand addressed the crowd on the 
square. Joe spoke for an hour”, where Joe is the 
firebrand.  

There are other ways in which two mentions 
may refer to the same DE but differ from one an-
other.  Usually these differences are not semantic 
but reflect an orientation or perspective difference.  
For example, one mention may include the speak-
er’s evaluation/opinion, while the other is neutral, 
as in “He sang the silly song.  He embarrassed 
himself”, or the spatial orientation of the speaker, 
as in “she went to New York” / “she came to New 
York”.  We treat these cases as fully coreferent.   

Sometimes it is very difficult to know whether 
two mentions are bidirectionally implied, meaning 
that the two must corefer, or whether they are only 
quasi-identical (i.e., one entails the other but not 
vice versa).  For example, in “he had a heart at-
tack” / “he died”, the two mentions are not identi-
cal because one can have a heart attack and not die 
from it. In contrast, “he had a fatal heart attack” / 
“he died from a heart attack” are identical.  In “she 
was elected President” / “she took office as Presi-
dent”, it is more difficult to decide. Does being 
elected automatically entail taking office?  In some 
political systems it may, and in others it may not.  
When in doubt, we treat the case as only quasi-
identical.  Thus, comparing to examples from Full-
Identity: Paraphrase, the following are only quasi-
identical because of additional information: “she 
sold the book” / “she sold Peter the book”; “she 
sold Peter the book” / “Peter got [not bought] the 
book from her”. 
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Quasi-identity has been considered in corefer-
ence before in (Hasler et al., 2006) but not as ex-
tensively, and in (Recasens and Hovy, 2010a; 
2011) but applied only to entities.  When applied to 
events, the issue becomes more complex.  

3 Two Problems  
3.1 Domain and Reporting Events  

As described above, inconsistent reporting occurs 
when a DE stated in reported text contains signifi-
cant differences from the author’s description of 
the same DE.   

To handle such cases we have found it necessary 
to additionally identify communication events, 
which we call Reportings, during annotation be-
cause they provide a context in which a DE is stat-
ed.  We identify two principal types of Reporting 
verbs: locutionary verbs “say”, “report”, “an-
nounce”, etc.) and Speech Acts (“condemn”, 
“promise”, “support”, “blame”, etc.).  Where the 
former verbs signal merely a telling, the latter 
verbs both say and thereby do something.  For ex-
ample in the following paragraph, “admitted” and 
“say” are communication events:  

Memon admitted_R.7,in-sayR.3 his in-
volvement in activities_E.8,in-sayR.3 in-
volving an explosives-laden van near the 
president's motorcade, police said_R.3”.  
Sometimes the same event can participate in-
side two reporting events, as in   “The LA 
Times lauded_R.1 the decision_E.2,in-
sayR.1,in-sayR.3, which the NY Times 
lampooned_R.3. 

Though an added annotation burden, the link from 
a DE to a reporting event allows the analyst or 
learning system to discount apparent contradictory 
aspects of the DE and make more accurate identity 
decisions.     

3.2 Unclear Semantics of Events  

Sometimes it is difficult to determine the exact 
relationships between events since their semantics 
is unclear.  In the following, is E.45 coreferent to 
E.44, or only partially?  If so, how?  

Amnesty International has accused both sides 
of violating_E.44 international humanitarian 
law by targeting_E.45 civilian areas, and ... 

We decided that E.44 is not fully coreferent with 
E.45, since violating is not the same as targeting.  
Also, E.45 is not a subevent of E.44 since “violat-
ing” is not a script with a well-defined series of 
steps, does not trigger “targeting”, and does not 
occur before “targeting”.  Rather, targeting is a 
certain form or example of violation/violating. (It 
might be easier if the sentence were: “... of violat-
ing international humanitarian law by targeting 
civilian areas and the human rights group, by kill-
ing civilians, and by....”.  As such E.45 could be 
interpreted as a member of E.44, interpreting the 
latter as a series of violations.)   

4 Annotation  

To validate these ideas we have been annotating 
newspaper texts within the context of a large pro-
ject on automated deep reading of text. This pro-
ject combines Information Extraction, parsing, and 
various forms of inference to analyze a small num-
ber of texts and to then answer questions about 
them.  The inability of current text analysis engines 
to handle event coreference has been a stumbling 
block in the project.  By creating a corpus of texts 
annotated for coreference we are working to enable 
machine learning systems to learn which features 
are relevant for coreference and then ultimately to 
perform such coreference as well.  

We are annotating two corpora: 
1. The Intelligence Community (IC) Corpus 

contains texts in the Violent Events domain 
(bombings, killings, wars, etc.).  Given the relative 
scarcity of the partial coreference subtypes, we 
annotated only instances of full coreference, 
Subevent, and Member relations.  To handle 
Subevents one needs an unambiguous definition of 
the scripts in the domain.  Fortunately this domain 
offers a manageable set of events (our event ontol-
ogy comprises approximately 50 terms) with a 
subevent structure that is not overly complex but 
still realistic.  We did not find the need to exceed 
three layers of scriptal granularity, as in  campaign 
> {bombing, attack} > {blast, kill, wound}.  

2. The Biography (Bio) Corpus contains texts 
describing the lives of famous people. Typically, 
these texts are written when the person dies or has 
some notable achievement.  Given the complexi-
ties of description of artistic and other creative 
achievements, we restrict our corpus to achieve-
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ments in politics, science, sports, and other more 
factual endeavors.  More important than scriptal 
granularity in this domain is temporal sequencing.  

We obtained and modified a version of the An-
CoraPipe entity coreference annotation interface 
(Bertran et al., 2010) that was kindly given us by 
the AnCora team at the University of Barcelona.  
We implemented criteria and an automated method 
for automatically identifying domain and reporting 
events.  We also created a tool to check and dis-
play the results of annotation, and technology to 
deliver various agreement scores.  

Using different sets of annotators (from 3 to 6 
people per text), we have completed a corpus of 
100 texts in the IC domain and are in process of 
annotating the Bio corpus. Our various types of 
full and partial coreference and the associated an-
notation guidelines were developed and refined 
over the first third of these documents.   

Table 1 shows statistics and inter-annotator 
agreement for the remaining 65 articles.  The aver-
age number of domain and reporting events per 
article is 41.2.  We use Fleiss’s kappa since we 
have more than two annotators per article.  The 
(rather low) score for member coreference is not 
really reliable given the small number of instances.  

  
 Avg no 

per 
article 

Agreement 
(Fleiss’s 
kappa) 

Full coreference relations 
Member coreference relations 
Subevent coreference relations 

19.5 0.620 
2.7 0.213 
7.2 0.467 

Table 1: Annotation statistics and agreement. 

5 Validation and Use 
To validate the conceptualization and definitions of 
full and partial identity relations, we report in 
(Araki et al., 2013) a study that determines correla-
tions between the Member and Subevent relation 
instances and a variety of syntactic and lexico-
semantic features.  The utility of these features to 
support automated event coreference is reported in 
the same paper.   

We are now developing a flexible recursive pro-
cedure that integrates coreference of events and of 
their pertinent participants (including locations and 
times).  This procedure employs inference in addi-
tion to feature-based classification to compensate 
for the shortcomings of each method alone.   

6 Relevant Past Work 
The problem of identity has been addressed by 
scholars since antiquity.  In the intensional ap-
proach (for example, De Saussure, 1896) a concept 
is defined as a set of attributes (differentiae), that 
serve to distinguish it from other concepts; two 
concepts are identical iff all their attributes and 
values are.  In the extensional approach (Frege, 
1982) a concept can be defined as the set of all in-
stances of that concept; two concepts are identical 
when their two extensional sets are.    

Given the impossibility of either approach to 
support practical work, AI scholars have devoted 
some attention to so-called Identity Criteria.  Gua-
rino (1999) outlines several ‘dimensions’ along 
which entities can remain identical or change un-
der transformations; for example, a glass before 
and after it is crushed is identical with respect to its 
matter but not its shape; the ACL now and one 
hundred years hence is (probably) identical as an 
organization but not in its membership.   

There has not been much theoretical work on 
semantic identity in the NLP community.  But 
there has been a considerable amount of work on 
the problem of coreference. Focusing on entity 
coreference are (McCarthy and Lehnert, 1995; Cu-
lotta et al., 2007; Ng, 2007; Ng, 2009; Finkel and 
Manning, 2008; Ng, 2009).  Focusing on event 
coreference are (Humphries et al., 1997; Chen and 
Zi, 2009; Bejan and Harabagiu, 2008; 2010).   

Anaphora and bridging reference are discussed 
in (Poesio and Artstein, 2005; 2007). Relevant to 
events is the TIME-ML corpus (Mani and 
Pustejovsky, 2004; Pustejovsky et al., 2003), 
which provides a specification notation for events 
and temporal expressions. 

Several corpora contain annotations for entity 
coreference, including the Prague Dependency 
Treebank (Kučová and Hajičová. 2004), the ACE 
corpus (Walker et al., 2006), and OntoNotes (Pra-
dhan et al., 2007).  

Most similar to our work is that of (Hasler et al., 
2006). In that study, coreferential events and their 
arguments (also coreference between the argu-
ments) were annotated for the terrorism/security 
domain, considering five event categories (attack, 
defend, injure, die, contact), and five event clusters 
(Bukavu bombing, Peru hostages, Tajikistan hos-
tages, Israel suicide bombing and China-Taiwan 
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hijacking). They also annotated information about 
the kind of coreferential link, such as identity / 
synonymy / generalization / specialization / other.   

Our work takes further the ideas of (Hasler et 
al., 2006) and (Recasens et al., 2011) in elaborating 
the types of full and partial identity, as they are 
manifest in event coreference.   

7 Conclusion 

The problem of entity and event identity, and 
hence coreference, is challenging.  We provide a 
definition of identity and two principal types of 
quasi-identity, with differentiation based on differ-
ences in location, time, and participants.  We hope 
that these ideas help to clarify the problem and im-
prove inter-annotator agreement. 
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Abstract

This paper describes an approach for investi-
gating the representation of events and their
distribution in a corpus. We collect and
analyze statistics about subject-verb-object
triplets and their content, which helps us com-
pare corpora belonging to the same domain
but to different genre/text type. We argue that
event structure is strongly related to the genre
of the corpus, and propose statistical proper-
ties that are able to capture these genre differ-
ences. The results obtained can be used for the
improvement of Information Extraction.

1 Introduction

The focus of this paper is collecting data about
certain characteristics of events found in text, in
order to improve the performance of an Infor-
mation Extraction (IE) system. IE is a tech-
nology used for locating and extracting specific
pieces of information—or “facts”—from unstruc-
tured natural-language text, by transforming the
facts into abstract, structured objects, called events.

In IE we assume that events represent real-world
facts and the main objective is to extract them from
plain text; the nature of the events themselves rarely
receives in-depth attention in current research.

Events may have various relationships to real-
world facts, and different sources may have contra-
dictory views on the facts, (Saurı́ and Pustejovsky,
2012). Similarly to many other linguistic units, an
event is a combination of meaning and form; the
structure and content of an event is influenced by

both the structure of the corresponding real-world
fact and by the properties of the surrounding text.

We use the notion of scenario to denote a set
of structured events of interest in a real-world do-
main: e.g., the MUC Management Succession sce-
nario, (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996), within the
broader Business domain.

The representation and the structure of events in
text depends on the scenario. For example, Huttunen
et al. (2002a; Huttunen et al. (2002b) points out that
“classic” MUC scenarios, such as Management Suc-
cession or Terrorist Attacks, describe events that oc-
cur in a specific point in time, whereas other sce-
narios like Natural Disaster or Disease Outbreak
describe processes that are spread out across time
and space. As a consequence, events in the latter,
“nature”-related scenarios are more complex, may
have a hierarchical structure, and may overlap with
each other in text. Linguistic cues that have been
proposed in Huttunen et al. (2002a) to identify the
overlapping or partial events include specific lexical
items, locative and temporal expressions, and usage
of ellipsis and anaphora.

Grishman (2012) has emphasized that for fully
unsupervised event extraction, extensive linguistic
analysis is essential; such analysis should be able
to capture “modifiers on entities, including quan-
tity and measure phrases and locatives; modifiers on
predicates, including negation, aspect, quantity, and
temporal information; and higher-order predicates,
including sequence and causal relations and verbs of
belief and reporting.” It is clear that such sophisti-
cated linguistic analysis increases the importance of
text style and genre for Information Extraction.
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The idea of statistical comparison between text
types goes back at least as far as (Biber, 1991). It
was subsequently used in a number of papers on au-
tomatic text categorization (Kessler et al., 1997; Sta-
matatos et al., 2000; Petrenz and Webber, 2011).

Szarvas et al. (2012) studied the linguistic cues
indicating uncertainty of events in three genres:
news, scientific papers and Wikipedia articles. They
demonstrate significant differences in lexical usage
across the genres; for example, such words as fear
or worry may appear relatively often in news and
Wikipedia, but almost never in scientific text. They
also investigate differences in syntactic cues: for
example, the relation between a proposition and a
real-word fact is more likely to be expressed in the
passive voice in scientific papers (it is expected),
whereas in news the same words are more likely ap-
pear in the active.

Because events are not only representations of
facts but also linguistic units, an investigation of
events should take into account the particular lan-
guage, genre, scenario and medium of the text—i.e.,
events should be studied in the context of a particu-
lar corpus. Hence, the next question is how corpus-
driven study of events should be organized in prac-
tice, or, more concretely, what particular statistics
are needed to capture the scenario-specific charac-
teristics of event representation in a particular cor-
pus, and what kind of markup is necessary to solve
this task. We believe that answers to these questions
will likely depend on the ultimate goals of event de-
tection. We investigate IE in the business domain—
thus, we believe that preliminary study of the corpus
should use exactly the same depth of linguistic anal-
ysis as would be later utilized by the IE system.

2 Problem Statement

2.1 Events in the Business domain
We investigate event structure in the context of
PULS,1 an IE System, that discovers, aggregates,
verifies and visualizes events in various scenarios.
This paper focuses on the Business domain, in which
scenarios include investments, contracts, layoffs and
other business-related events, which are collected in
a database to be used for decision support. In the
Business domain, PULS currently handles two types

1More information is available at: http://puls.cs.helsinki.fi

Figure 1: Distributions of document length in the news
and business analysts’ reports corpora

of documents: news reports and short summaries
written by professional business analysts. Thus,
events extracted from both corpora relate to approx-
imately the same real-world facts.

Both corpora are in English (though some of the
analysts’ reports are based on news articles written
in other languages). We collected a corpus of re-
ports containing 740 thousand documents over three
years 2010-2012, and a news corpus containing 240
thousand documents over the same period.

The two corpora demonstrate significant linguis-
tic differences. First, the documents have different
length: the average length of an analyst reports is 5.5
sentences including the title, and 80% of the docu-
ments have length between 4 and 7 sentences, (see
Figure 1). News articles are on average 19 sentences
long—and much more varied in length.

The topical structure is also quite different for the
two corpora. Each analyst report is most typically
dedicated to a particular single real-world event.
Also, the reports tend to have a standardized, formu-
laic structure. The analysts who generate these re-
ports tend to follow a specific, strict style and struc-
ture over time.

By contrast, documents in the news corpus are
much more heterogeneous. These texts can follow
a wide variety of different styles—short messages,
surveys, interviews, etc. News documents can focus
not only strictly on business events but on related
topics as well. For example, political events have
complex interaction with and impact on business ac-
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tivity, and therefore political news frequently appear
in business news feeds.

PULS aims to use the same processing chain for
various types of input documents. One key goal of
the current work is to investigate whether different
IE processing approaches are needed for documents
belonging to different text types, as exemplified by
analyst reports vs. articles from news feeds.

To summarize, the goals of the present work are:

• investigate how text genre influences event rep-
resentation;

• find formal markers able to capture and mea-
sure the differences in corpus style/genre;

• propose a methodology for adaptating an IE
system to a different text genre.

2.2 System Description
In this section we describe how the IE system is used
in a “pattern-mining mode,” to address the afore-
mentioned problems.

PULS is a pipeline of components, including:
a shallow parser/chunker; domain ontologies and
lexicons; low-level patterns for capturing domain-
specific entities and other semantic units, such as
dates and currency expressions; higher-level pat-
terns for capturing domain-specific relations and
events; inference rules, which combine fragments of
an event that may be scattered in text—that a pattern
may not have picked up in the immediate context
(e.g., the date of the event); reference resolution for
merging co-referring entities and events.

The ontology and the lexicon for the Business do-
main encode the taxonomic relations and support
merging of synonyms: e.g., the ontology stores the
information that cellphone and mobile phone are
synonymous, and that a super-concept for both is
PRODUCT.

Low-level patterns are used to extract entities
from text, such as company names, dates, and lo-
cations. On a slightly higher level, there are pat-
terns that match contexts such as range (collection,
line, etc.) of X and assign them the type of X. For
instance, the phrase a collection of watches would
be assigned semantic type watch, etc. The top-level
patterns in all IE scenarios are responsible for find-
ing the target events in text.

In the pattern-mining mode we use the gen-
eral pattern SUBJECT–VERB–OBJECT, where the
components may have any semantic type and are
constrained only by their deep syntactic function—
the system attempts to normalize many syntactic
variants of the basic, active form: including passive
clauses, relative clauses, etc.2

The idea of using very simple, local patterns
for obtaining information from large corpora in
the context of event extraction is similar to work
reported previously, e.g., the bootstrapping ap-
proaches in (Thelen and Riloff, 2002; Yangarber et
al., 2000; Riloff and Shepherd, 1997). Here, we
do not use iterative learning, and focus instead on
collecting and analyzing interesting statistics from
a large number of S-V-O patterns. We collected
all such “generalized” S-V-O triplets from the cor-
pus and stored them in a database. In addition to
the noun groups, we save the head nouns and their
semantic classes. This makes it easy to use sim-
ple SQL queries to count instances of a particular
pattern, e.g., all objects of a particular verb, or all
actions that can be applied to an object of seman-
tic class “PRODUCT.” For each triplet the database
stores a pointer the original sentence, making it pos-
sible to analyze specific examples in their context.

In the next two sections we present the statis-
tics that we collected using the pattern-mining
mode. This information reflects significant differ-
ences among the corpora genres and can be used to
measure variety of genre. We believe that in the fu-
ture such data analysis will support the adaptation of
PULS to new text genres.

3 Statistical Properties of the Corpora

3.1 Personal pronouns

Pronouns play a key role in anaphoric relations; the
more pronouns are present in the corpus, the more
crucial anaphora resolution becomes. Analysis of
relationships between frequencies of personal pro-
nouns in text and the genre of the text is not new;
it has been observed and studied extensively, going

2By normalization of syntactic variants we mean, for in-
stance, that clauses like “Nokia releases a new cellphone” (ac-
tive), “a new cellphone is released by Nokia” (passive), “a new
cellphone, released by Nokia,...” (relative), etc., are all reduced
to the same S-V-O form.
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Reports News
Pronoun Object Subject Object Subject
I/me 0.003 0.007 0.2 1.0
we/us 0.001 0.001 0.4 1.7
you 0.002 0.003 0.3 0.8
he/him 0.05 0.4 0.6 2.2
she/her 0.007 0.05 0.1 0.5
they/them 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.3
it 1.1 2.6 1.5 2.3
Total 1.5 3.6 4.0 9.8

Table 1: Personal pronouns appearing in the subject or
object position in the corpora. The numerical values are
proportions of the total number of verbs.

back as far as, e.g., (Karlgren and Cutting, 1994).
The analysis of pronoun distribution in our corpora
is presented in Table 1, which shows the proportions
of personal pronouns, as they appear in subject or
object position with verbs in the collected triples.
The numbers are relative to the count of all verb to-
kens in the corpus, i.e., the total number of the S–V–
O triplets extracted from the corpus. The total num-
ber of triplets is approximately 5.7M in the report
corpus and 11M in the news corpus.

It can be seen from Table 1 that personal pro-
nouns are much more rare in the report corpus than
in the news corpus. Only 1.5% of verbs in the re-
ports corpus have a pronoun as an object, and 3.6%
as a subject. By contrast, in the news corpus 4%
of verbs have a personal pronoun as an object, and
9.8% as a subject. This corresponds to the observa-
tion in (Szarvas et al., 2012), that “impersonal con-
structions are hardly used in news media.”

It is interesting to note the distribution of the par-
ticular pronouns in the two corpora. Table 1 shows
that it is the most frequent pronoun, they and he are
less frequent; the remaining pronouns are much less
frequent in the report corpus, whereas in the news
the remaining personal pronouns have a much more
even distribution. This clearly reflects a more re-
laxed style of the news that may use rhetorical de-
vices more freely, including citing direct speech and
use a direct addressing the reader (you). It is also
interesting to note that in the third-person singular,
the feminine pronoun is starkly more rare in both
corpora than the masculine, but roughly twice more
rare among the analyst reports.

Reports News
Subject Object Subject Object

All 21.8 6.6 14.6 6.5
Business 27.1 8.1 20.1 9.5

Table 2: Distribution of proper names as subjects and ob-
jects, as a proportion the total number of all verbs (top
row) vs. business-related verbs (bottom row).

3.2 Proper Names

Proper names play a crucial role in co-reference res-
olution, by designating anaphoric relations in text,
similarly to pronouns. In the Business domain, e.g.,
a common noun phrase (NP) may co-refer with a
proper name, as “the company” may refer to the
name of a particular firm. A correctly extracted
event can be much less useful for the end-user if it
does not contain the specific name of the company
involved in the event.

A verbs is often the key element of a pattern that
indicates to the IE system the presence of an event
of interest in the text. When the subject or ob-
ject of the verb is a common NP, the corresponding
proper name must be found in the surrounding con-
text, using reference resolution or domain-specific
inference rules. Since reference resolution is itself
a phase that contributes some amount of error to
the overall IE process, it is natural to expect that if
proper-name subjects and objects are more frequent
in the corpus, then the analysis can be more precise,
since all necessary information can be extracted by
pattern without the need for additional extra infer-
ence. Huttunen et al. (2012) suggests that the com-
pactness of the event representation may be used as
one of the discourse cues that determine the event
relevance.

Table 2 shows the percentage of proper name ob-
jects and subjects for the two corpora. Proper-name
objects have comparable frequency in both corpora,
though proper-name subjects appear much more fre-
quently in analyst reports than in news. Further-
more, for the business verbs, introduced below in
section 4.1—i.e., the specific set of verbs that are
used in event patterns in the Business scenarios—as
seen in the second row of the table—proper-name
objects and subjects are more frequent still. This
suggests that business events tend to mention proper
names.
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Percentage of business verbs
Corpus Total Title 1st sentence
Reports 49.5 7.6 13.8
News 31.8 0.6 1.1

Table 3: Business verbs in analyst reports and news cor-
pora, as a proportion of the total number of verbs.

4 Business Verbs

4.1 Distribution of Business verbs

The set of business-related verbs is an important part
of the system’s domain-specific lexicon for the Busi-
ness domain. These verbs are quite diverse: some
are strongly associated with the Business domain,
e.g., invest; some are more general, e.g., pay, make;
many are ambiguous, e.g., launch, fire. Inside ana-
lyst reports these verbs always function as markers
of certain business events or relations. The verbs
are the key elements of the top-level patterns and it
is especially crucial to investigate their usage in the
corpora to understand how the pattern base should
be fine-tune for the task.

Since the majority of these verbs fall in the am-
biguous category, none of these verbs can by them-
selves serve a sufficient indicator of the document’s
topic. Even the more clear-cut business verbs, such
as invest, can be used metaphorically in the non-
business context. However, their distribution in the
particular document and in the corpus as a whole can
reflect the genre specificity of the corpus.

Table 3 shows the overall proportion of the busi-
ness verbs, and their proportion in titles and in the
first sentence of a documents. It suggests that almost
50% of the verbs in the report corpus are “business”
verbs, and almost half of them are concentrated in
the beginning of a document. By contrast, the frac-
tion of business verbs in the news corpus is less than
one third and they are more scattered through the
text. This fact is illustrated by the plot in Figure 2.

The first sentence is often the most informa-
tive part of text, since it introduces the topic of
the document to the reader and the writer must do
his/her best to attract the reader’s attention. It was
shown in (Huttunen et al., 2012) that 65% of highly-
relevant events in the domain of medical epidemics
appear in the title or in the first two sentences of a
news article; Lin and Hovy (1997) demonstrated that

Figure 2: Percentage of business verbs in the text; sen-
tence 0 refers to the title of the document. The fraction of
verbs is presented as a percent of all verb instances in the
corpus. Logarithmic scale is used for the x axis.

about 50% of topical keywords are concentrated in
the titles. We have noticed that some documents in
the news corpus have relevance to the business sce-
nario, although relevant events still can be extracted
from the second or third paragraphs of the text, men-
tioned incidentally. By contrast, each analyst report
is devoted to a specific business event, and these
events are frequently mentioned as early as in the
title.

4.2 Case study: is “launch” a business verb?
A set of verbs such as launch, introduce, release,
present,3 etc., are used in the Business scenarios to
extract events about bringing new products to mar-
ket. In the domain ontology they are grouped under
a concept called LAUNCH-PRODUCT. An example
of a pattern that uses this concept is following:

np(COMPANY) vg(LAUNCH-PRODUCT)
np(ANYTHING)

This pattern matches when a NP designating a com-
pany is followed by a verb from the ontology, fol-
lowed by any other NP. This pattern matches, for
example, such sentence as: The Real Juice Company
has launched Pomegranate Blueberry flavour to its line
of 100% juices. However, this pattern also over-
generates by matching sentences such as, e.g.: Cen-

3Note, the S-V-O triplet extraction also handles phrasal
verbs, such as roll out, correctly, i.e., identifies them as a single
linguistic unit, and treats them the same as single-word verbs.
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tral bank unveils effort to manage household debt. Even
among analyst reports, approximately 14% of the
NEW-PRODUCT events found by the system are
false positives. It is not feasible to collect a list of
all possible products to restrict the semantic type
of the object of the verb, since new, unpredictable
types of products can appear on the market every
day. It seemed more feasible to try to discover all
non-products that can appear in the object slot, due
to the ambiguity of the verbs in patterns—a kind of a
black-list. We introduce an ontology concept NON-
PRODUCT that groups nouns that can be matched
by the LAUNCH verbs but are in fact not products,
e.g., budget, effort, plan, report, study. The ontology
supports multiple inheritance, so any of these words
can be attached to other parents as well, if necessary.

If the <PRODUCT> slot in of event is filled by
one of the black-listed concepts, the event is also
black-listed, and not visible to the end-user. They
are used as discourse features by learning algorithms
that predict the relevance of other events from the
same documents (Huttunen et al., 2012).

The NON-PRODUCT class is populated in an ad-
hoc manner over time. The content of such a list
depends on the particular corpus; the more diverse
the topical and stylistic structure of the corpus, the
more time-consuming and the less tractable such de-
velopment becomes. Thus, an important task is to
adjust the patterns and the class of NON-PRODUCT
nouns to work for the news corpus, and to develop
a feasible methodology to address the false-positive
problem. We next show how we can use the pattern-
mining mode to address these problems.

We extract all instances of the LAUNCH-
PRODUCT verbs appearing in the corpora from the
S–V–O database. In total 27.5% of all verb instances
in reports corpus are verbs from this semantic class,
in comparison to 0.7% in the news corpus. The num-
ber of distinct objects are approximately the same in
both corpora: 3520 for reports and 3062 for news,
see Table 4. In total 247 different objects from the
report corpus attached to the semantic class PROD-
UCT in PULS ontology, and 158 objects have this
semantic class in the news corpus.

For 21% of launch verbs in the report corpus, and
34% in the news corpus, the system is not able to ex-
tract the objects, which may be a consequence of the
more diverse and varied language of news. Recall,

LAUNCH- distinct PRODUCT
Corpus PRODUCT objects objects
Reports 204193 3520 247
News 77463 3062 158

Table 4: Distributions of LAUNCH-PRODUCT verbs in
the corpora

that the system extracts a deep-structure verbal argu-
ments, i.e., for a sentence like “A new cell-phone has
been launched by company XYZ” it identifies cell-
phone as the (deep) object, and the agent company
XYZ as the (deep) subject.

It is interesting to examine the particular sets of
words that can appear in the object position. We col-
lected the 50 most frequent objects of the LAUNCH-
PRODUCT verbs for each corpus; they are shown in
Table 5 ranked by frequency (we show the top 30
objects to save space). The table shows the semantic
class according to our ontology.

Of the 50 most frequent objects, 24 belong to
the semantic class PRODUCT in the report corpus,
while only 8 objects do in the general news cor-
pus. By contrast, 20 objects belong to the NON-
PRODUCT class in the news corpus and only 9 ob-
jects in reports. Moreover, 8 objects in the news cor-
pus are not found in the ontology at all, in compari-
son to only one such case from the report corpus.

Some object classes may mean that the event is
still relevant for the business domain, though it does
not belong to the NEW-PRODUCT scenario. For
example, when object is an advertising campaign the
event is likely to belong to the MARKETING sce-
nario, when the object is a facility (factory, outlet,
etc.) it is likely INVESTMENT. Inference rules may
detect such dependencies and adjust the scenario of
these events in the Business domain.

The inference rules are supported by the same do-
main ontology, but can test domain- and scenario-
specific conditions explicitly, and thus can be more
accurate than the generic reference resolution mech-
anism. However, this also means that inference rules
are more sensitive to the corpus genre and may not
easily transfer from one corpus to another.

In some cases an object type cannot be interpreted
as belonging to any reasonable event type, e.g., if
it is an ORGANIZATION or PERSON. Such cases
may arise due to unusual syntax in the sentence that
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Rank Reports News
Object Freq Class Object Freq Class

1 Proper Name unspecified 19987 Proper Name unspecified 5971
2 product 7331 PROD report 1078 NON
3 service 6510 PROD result 851 NON
4 campaign 3537 CAMP plan 805 NON
5 project 2870 PROD product 792 PROD
6 range 2536 COLL service 648 PROD
7 plan 2524 NON it 618 PRON
8 organization 2450 ORG data 552
9 system 2166 FAC campaign 510 CAMP

10 line 1938 COLL organization 495 ORG
11 model 1920 PROD statement 467 NON
12 application 1345 PROD Proper Name person 449 PER
13 website 1321 PROD program 439
14 flight 1315 PROD Proper Name company 432 ORG
15 Proper Name company 1232 ORG information 411 NON
16 brand 1200 COLL detail 398 NON
17 offer 1187 NON investigation 380 NON
18 production 1112 NON website 373 PROD
19 programme 998 NON measure 368 NON
20 store 993 PROD they 363 PRON
21 currency 958 CUR he 358 PRON
22 route 954 PROD device 352 PROD
23 drink 891 PROD system 340 FAC
24 solution 883 NON smartphone 337 PROD
25 smartphone 852 PROD attack 335
26 fragrance 824 PROD figure 318 NON
27 card 802 PROD opportunity 295 INV
28 fund 801 PROD fund 290 NON
29 scheme 773 NON currency 287 CUR
30 facility 756 FAC model 286 COLL

Table 5: The most frequent objects of LAUNCH verbs. Class labels: PROD: product, NON: non-product (black-
listed), CAMP: advertising campaign, INV: investment. Domain independent labels: COLL: collective; PRON: pro-
noun, FAC: facility, ORG: organization, PER: person, CUR: currency,

confuses the shallow parser.

In summary, the results obtained from the S-V-O
pattern-mining can be used to improve the perfor-
mance of IE. First, the most frequent subjects and
objects for the business verbs can be added to the
ontology; second, inference rules and patterns are
adjusted to handle the new concepts and words.

It is very interesting to investigate—and we plan
to pursue this in the future—how this can be done
fully automatically; the problem is challenging since
the semantic classes for these news concepts de-
pend on the domain and task; for example, some
objects are of type PRODUCT (e.g., “video”), and
others are of type NON-PRODUCT (e.g., “attack”,

“report”, etc.). Certain words can be ambiguous
even within a limited domain: e.g., player may des-
ignate a COMPANY (“a major player on the mar-
ket”), a PRODUCT (DVD-player, CD-player, etc.),
or a person (tennis player, football player, etc.); the
last meaning is relevant for the Business domain
since sports personalities participate in promotion
campaigns, and can launch their own brands. Au-
tomating the construction of the knowledge bases is
a challenging task.

In practice, we found that the semi-automated ap-
proach and the pattern-mining tool can be helpful for
analyzing genre-specific event patterns; it provides
the advantages of a corpus-based study.
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5 Conclusion

We have described an approach for collecting use-
ful statistics about event representation and distribu-
tion of event arguments in corpora. The approach
was easily implemented using pattern-based extrac-
tion of S-V-O triplets with PULS; it can be equally
efficiently implemented on top of a syntactic parser,
or a shallow parser of reasonable quality. An ontol-
ogy and lexicons are necessary to perform domain-
specific analysis. We have discussed how the results
of such analysis can be exploited for fine-tuning of
a practical IE scenario.

The pattern-mining process collects deep-
structure S–V–O triplets from the corpus—which
are “potential” events. The triplets are stored in
a database, to facilitate searching and grouping
by words or by semantic class appearing as the
arguments of the triplets. This helps us quickly
find all realizations of a particular pattern—for
example, all semantic classes that appear in the
corpus as objects of verbs that have semantic class
LAUNCH-PRODUCT. The subsequent analysis of
the frequency lists can help improve the perfor-
mance of the IE system by suggesting refinements
to the ontology and the lexicon, as well as patterns
and inference rules appropriate for the particular
genre of the corpus.

Our current work includes the adaptation of the
IE system developed for the analyst reports to the
general news corpus devoted to the same topics. We
also plan to develop a hybrid methodology, to com-
bine the presented corpus-driven analysis with open-
domain techniques for pattern acquisition, (Cham-
bers and Jurafsky, 2011; Huang and Riloff, 2012).

The approach outlined here for analyzing the dis-
tributions of features in documents is useful for
studying events within the context of a corpus. It
demonstrates that event structure depends on the text
genre, and that genre differences can be easily cap-
tured and measured. By analyzing document statis-
tics and the output of the pattern-mining, we can
demonstrate significant differences between the gen-
res of analyst reports and general news, such as: sen-
tence length, distribution of the domain vocabulary
in the text, selectional preference in domain-specific
verbs, word co-occurrences, usage of pronouns and
proper names.

The pattern mining collects other statistical fea-
tures, beyond those that have been discussed in de-
tail above. For example, it showed that active voice
is used in 95% of the cases in the news corpus in
comparison to 88% in the analyst report corpus. It
is also possible to count and compare the usage of
other grammatical cues, such as verb tense, modal-
ity, etc. Thus, we should investigate not only lexical
and semantic cues, but also broader syntactic prefer-
ences and selectional constrains in the corpora.

In further research we plan to study how the for-
mal representation of the genre differences can be
used in practice, that is, for obtaining directly mea-
surable improvements in the quality of event extrac-
tion. Taking into account the particular genre of the
corpora from which documents are drawn will also
have implications for the work on performance im-
provements via cross-document merging and infer-
ence, (Ji and Grishman, 2008; Yangarber, 2006).

The frequency-based analysis described in Sec-
tion 4.2 seems to be effective. Sharpening the results
of the analysis as well as putting it to use in practical
IE applications will be the subject of further study.
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Abstract

I present a set of functional requirements for a
speculative tool informing users about events
in historical discourse, in order to demonstrate
what these requirements imply about how we
should define and represent historical events.
The functions include individuation, selection,
and contextualization of events. I conclude
that a tool providing these functions would
need events to be defined and represented as
features of discourses about the world rather
than objectively existing things in the world.

1 Introduction

Most work in NLP on detecting and representing
events tacitly adopts a theory of events that can be
traced to Donald Davidson. The advantage of this
theory is that it promises to provide a solid founda-
tion for consensus on how to define and individuate
events. But that consensus will be useful for spe-
cific domains of application only to the extent that
it aligns with the way events are conceptualized in
those domains. In domains where events serve con-
ceptual functions that differ significantly from the
ones assumed by that consensus, it may actually re-
tard the development of practical tools.

History is one such domain. Automatic detection
of events and their coreference relations would be
a powerful tool for working with and learning from
collections of historical texts. But events as concep-
tualized by historians differ in significant ways from
events as theorized by analytic philosophers. Rather
than attempting to formulate an alternative theory, I
instead present a set of high-level requirements for

a speculative tool that would benefit from automatic
detection of historical events and their coreference
relations. That is, rather than looking for a founda-
tional theory to guide the definition and representa-
tion of events, I start by envisioning a useful tool and
then try to determine how events would need to be
defined and represented in order to create that tool.

The speculative vision I present is a semantic
tool for informing users about events in historical
discourse. A semantic tool is any instrument that
can inform its users about concepts of interest in
some domain, various names or terms associated
with those concepts, and relationships among con-
cepts (Hjørland, 2007). Examples include dictionar-
ies, gazetteers, taxonomies, thesauri, and ontologies.

I have purposefully chosen to present a highly
speculative, “blue sky” vision for two reasons. First,
I want to ensure the relevance of my points to the
NLP community by describing a tool that would
only be feasible to build given successful automatic
detection and representation of historical events and
their coreference relations. Second, a less ambitious
vision would not as clearly demonstrate the gap sep-
arating historians’ conceptualizations of events from
those of analytic philosophers.

2 Individuating Events

The first requirement is individuation. To be able to
individuate entities is to be able to distinguish them
from others. Any system that consists of individual
records describing entities presumes some way of
individuating those entities. But in practice individ-
uation is far from simple. Bibliographic organiza-
tion, for example, is plagued by the problem of when
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to consider two documents to be “the same”. The
problem is worse for conceptual resources such as
events. A semantic tool consisting of records iden-
tifying and describing events needs to employ some
principles of individuation. The principles need to
result in records with values sufficiently different
that a user can distinguish between them and select
the one he wants.

Philosophers have long debated how to individu-
ate events. The problem is a deep one, as it is related
to debates over the ontological status of events. To
crudely simplify these debates, I characterize two
basic positions, one which takes events to be con-
crete individual items in the world, and one which
takes events to be products of language (specifically
narrative language). My goal here is not to get into
the specifics of the ontological debate but only to
give a sense of the spectrum of different possible ap-
proaches to the individuation of events.

2.1 Events as Concrete Individual Things
The philosopher Donald Davidson believed that the
structure of our natural language reflects the struc-
ture of reality. He argued that successful com-
munication depends upon the communicators hav-
ing “a largely correct, shared, view of the world”
and that, since natural language is successfully used
for communication, we can reach conclusions about
the nature of the world by studying natural lan-
guage (Davidson, 1977, p. 244). Using this ap-
proach to metaphysics, Davidson wrote a famous se-
ries of essays on the nature of events as indicated
by our use of language (Davidson, 2001). The crux
of his argument was that our use of language seems
to indicate a difference between events and descrip-
tions of events. Consider the following sentences:

1. Barack Obama signed the health care reform
bill.

2. Barack Obama joyfully signed the health care
reform bill with 22 pens in the East Room of
the White House on March 23, 2010 (Stolberg
and Pear, 2010).

Davidson argued that, intuitively, we want to say
that these sentences all describe or refer to “the same
event.” If we trust our intuition we are led to be-
lieve that there is something in reality—the event—

to which all these sentences refer. Davidson sought
to bolster that intuition by demonstrating that, with-
out the notion of an event as a concrete entity with a
location in space and time, we cannot make sense of
certain logical relationships among statements, for
example the fact that each sentence in the list above
is understood to entail the previous sentences.

Davidson argued that natural language sentences
such as these can be translated into a “logical form”
that captures their meanings and the relationships
between their meanings. The logical form of a sen-
tence is expressed using first-order logic. First-order
logic is distinguished by its use of quantifiers to en-
able the expression of generalizations like Every-
thing that thinks is alive (universal quantification)
and assertions like There is something that thinks
(existential quantification). Davidson held that sen-
tences like the ones above existentially quantify over
events. For example, the logical form of the sec-
ond sentence above would be something like (para-
phrasing first-order logic) There exists something X
such that it is the event of Barack Obama signing the
health care reform bill, and X was done joyfully, and
X was done with 22 pens. What the logical forms
of the sentences above have in common, Davidson
believed, was this X, the event that is their shared
referent and the existence of which they commonly
assert, despite the different modifications that follow
this assertion (Davidson, 2001a).

2.2 Events as Abstractions from Narratives
Davidson’s argument, which I have not done justice
to here, is a strong one and has become the main-
stream position on events among analytic philoso-
phers. Ideas like Davidson’s lie behind efforts to
automatically “detect” and “extract” events by ana-
lyzing texts. Certainly given sentences like the ones
above, and the kinds of sentences Davidson typically
uses as examples, the intuition that the sentences all
“refer” to the same concrete event is strong. But
consider the following sentences:

3. On March 23, 2010, with the strokes of 22
pens, Barack Obama transformed the United
States into a socialist country.

4. On March 23, 2010, with the strokes of 22
pens, Barack Obama ensured a more equitable
future for the children of the United States.
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Do these sentences “refer” to “the same event”
as the previous sentences? Let’s assume that the
context of these last two sentences is such that it
is clear that the writer intended to comment upon
the health care reform bill, and not something else
Barack Obama did with a pen that day. On the one
hand, it seems correct to say that these sentences
too refer to the same event as the earlier sentences.
But on the other hand, it doesn’t seem incorrect to
say that these sentences refer to two different events.
The first event is one in which a closet radical who
has managed to fool a capitalist country into elect-
ing him president finally realizes the first step in his
secret agenda. The second event is one in which a
liberal hero finally overcomes the forces of wealth
and power to strike a blow for the little guy.

Sentences 3 and 4 are notable for their strong
point of view. In that sense, they are more typ-
ical of the kind of sentences found in historical
narratives. As the philosopher of history Frank
Ankersmit (1983, p. 173) noted, “the differences be-
tween descriptions given by historians of what is still
felt to be the same event may be of a more dramatic
nature than in the case of scientific descriptions.”
As a result, the question of whether events can be
separated from sentences becomes a little less clear.
It becomes even less clear when one considers not
just individual sentences, but whole texts. The histo-
rian William Cronon (1992) compared two books on
the long drought that struck the Midwestern plains
of the U.S. in the 1930s, known as the Dust Bowl.
Cronon found that despite covering the same span of
time and region of space, the two books constructed
two very different Dust Bowls: one a triumph of hu-
man spirit over natural disaster, the other a human-
wrought ecological disaster.

It was these kinds of contrasts that led the philoso-
pher Louis Mink (1978) to claim that

we cannot without confusion regard
different narratives as differently emplot-
ting the “same” events. We need a dif-
ferent way of thinking about narrative.
“Events” (or more precisely, descriptions
of events) are not the raw material out of
which narratives are constructed; rather an
event is an abstraction from a narrative. (p.
147)

Mink argued, contrary to Davidson, that events
are not concrete things existing apart from and re-
ferred to by sentences, but are ways of summariz-
ing sets of sentence organized into narratives. Of
course, with his qualifying “more precisely, descrip-
tions of events” Mink left the door open to the claim
that he too was making a distinction between con-
crete events existing in the world and the sentences
or parts of sentences describing those events. Mink’s
point, however, was that in history events and de-
scriptions of events are interchangeable; we cannot
identify events except by narrating them and decid-
ing whether or not to conclude that two narratives
are, in the abstract, sufficiently similar to say that
they emplot the “same” events.

2.3 Criteria for Individuating Events
My view on the nature of events is closer to Mink’s
than it is to Davidson’s. Yet Davidson is clearly
right that there are times when we wish to say that
two sentences refer to the same event, or that two
texts have the same event as their subject. Without
conclusively settling questions about the ontological
status of events, we can nevertheless conclude that
the criteria for individuating events can vary. We
can see this by looking at how the two positions on
the nature of events lead to different criteria for in-
dividuating them.

Davidson claimed that events are concrete indi-
vidual things that we can count. He recognized that
this claim, to be credible, required some principle
for counting—some principle for deciding whether
there is one event or two. In practice, David-
son (2001c) noted, we do seem to successfully
count events, since “rings of the bell, major wars,
eclipses of the moon and performances of Lulu can
be counted as easily as pencils, pots and people” (p.
180). So, he asked, what are the criteria of individu-
ation? He argued that

Events are identical if and only if
they have exactly the same causes and ef-
fects. Events have a unique position in
the framework of causal relations between
events in somewhat the way objects have
a unique position in the spatial framework
of objects. (Davidson, 2001c, p. 179)

Davidson’s proposal is interesting because it
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seems to suggest that Mink was correct when he
argued that two narratives cannot differently em-
plot the “same” event. If to emplot an event is to
place it in a nexus of causal and contingent rela-
tions, then two differently emplotted events are, un-
der Davidson’s criteria, two different events. But
Davidson did not consider narratives to establish
true causal relations. When Davidson wrote of the
“causal nexus,” he seemed to have in mind some-
thing like what Laplace’s demon might see: the one
true set of causal relations as determined by scien-
tific laws. Historical narratives, on the other hand,
he considered to be just “causal stories” or “rudi-
mentary causal explanations” and not true causal re-
lations, and thus presumably not suitable for indi-
viduating events (Davidson, 2001b, p. 161–162).

Later Davidson (1985), in response to a critique
by Quine (1985), abandoned his proposal that causal
relations individuate events. He accepted (with
some reservations) the alternative criteria suggested
by Quine that events are the same if they occupy the
same space at the same time. This raises the problem
of deciding deciding how, or whether, events occupy
space and time. But both Quine and Davidson re-
mained wedded to the idea that events are concrete
individual things, and thus that there are some true
set of individuation criteria for events, even though
those criteria may be complex, and even though in
many cases we may not be able to actually satisfy
those criteria well enough to ascertain identity. In
contrast, consider the historian Paul Veyne’s (1984)
declaration that

events are not things, consistent ob-
jects, substances; they are a découpage we
freely make in reality, an aggregate of the
processes in which substances, men, and
things interact. Events have no natural
unity; one cannot . . . cut them accord-
ing to their true joints, because they have
none. (p. 36–37)

Veyne argued that individuation criteria are not
given by nature or language but are what we make
of them. That is the position I take here. A seman-
tic tool would need to propose some criteria for in-
dividuation, but there is no “true” set of criteria it
must adhere to. Of course, the kinds of criteria sug-
gested by Davidson and Quine are useful ones and

the authors of a semantic tool might choose to use
them, particularly if they wished to advocate a more
“scientific” viewpoint. But these are not the only cri-
teria, and authors might choose others or even more
than one set of criteria. The main requirement is that
authors document the choices they make.

An example of best practice for documenting
individuation criteria was provided by Doerr et
al. (2010) in the design of their time period the-
saurus. Rather than assume that spatiotemporal lo-
cation alone suffices to individuate periods, they
made a distinction between the characteristics used
to individuate time periods and the spatiotemporal
regions associated with those periods. This made
the thesaurus robust to new archaeological discover-
ies. For example, if a period were defined as being
associated with the prevalence of a certain kind of
pottery, then the later discovery that said pottery was
in use earlier than was previously known would only
result in a change to the temporal bounds associated
with the period, not its individuation criteria.

3 Selecting Events and Documents

There are two main reasons why one might use a se-
mantic tool to select event records. First, one may
be interested in using the tool as a kind of reference
resource, to acquire some basic knowledge of the
event and its relations. Or one may wish to explicitly
link a document to a particular event. For instance,
a blogger who wishes to label a blog post as being
about the Soweto Uprising might use a semantic tool
to find a standard identifier for that event, which he
can then use to link his post to the event record. In
either case, the user would use some attribute or re-
lation to select the event of interest.

3.1 Selecting Events

Most obviously, one can look for events by name.
But most events do not have names, and in these
cases, the event would need to be looked up via some
entities or concepts to which it is related. There are
a number of possibilities here. One might be inter-
ested in events involving some character, for exam-
ple events in the life of Emma Goldman or events in-
volving the Confederate States of America. Or one
may be looking for events associated with or por-
trayed as occurring in a particular place or setting,
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such as Ireland or the American Midwest. Finally,
one may look for events that are directly related to
another event in some way that doesn’t necessarily
involve shared characters or settings. For example,
one might seek events that have been portrayed as
causes or consequences of the Battle of the Boyne,
or all events that have been emplotted as leading up
to, part of, or following from the French Revolution.

In addition to selecting events through their rela-
tionships to other concepts and entities, a semantic
tool would support selecting events using the ab-
stract grid of space and time. For example, one
might be interested in events that took place within a
given geographical area or that encompassed a given
point on the globe. Similarly, one might look for
events that took place during the 19th century or that
were ongoing on June 4th, 2009. Finding events in
space and time requires that events be resolvable to
locations in a spatiotemporal reference system.

Finally, users might wish to select events of a
certain type, such as battles or social movements.
Given that one man’s riot is another man’s revolt,
this can be more complicated than it first appears.
To select events that have been typed a certain way,
one would need to specify both a taxonomy of event
types and possibly a party responsible for assign-
ing types to events. Given the lack of standard
event type taxonomies, it may be easier to rely on
event name queries to approximate queries by type.
Since named events often have types integrated into
their names (e.g. the Watts Riot or the Battle of the
Boyne), searches on event names may help select
events of a certain type, especially if alternate names
have been specified for events. For unnamed events,
however, keyword searches on textual descriptions
are unlikely to provide precise or complete results,
and querying using an explicit type from a taxon-
omy would be preferable.

3.2 Selecting Documents Related to Events

But selecting an event may not be a user’s goal but a
means of finding an event-related document of some
sort. A document can stand in two kinds of relation
to an event. First, it may have been transformed into
evidence for an event through the process of histori-
cal inquiry. In other words, some historian has stud-
ied the document, made a judgment about the status
of the document as a survival from the past, and on

the basis of that study and that judgment has inferred
an event.

The historian Henri-Irénée Marrou (1966, pp.
133–137) enumerated a number of forms this infer-
ence from document-as-evidence to event can take.
In some cases the inference may be very direct, as
when the event in question involves the document
itself, e.g. when it was produced, or when a certain
word or phrase was first used. A slightly less direct
form of inference moves from the document to some
mental event, e.g. an intention, of the document’s
creator. Yet further afield are inferences made about
the general milieu of the document’s creator, infer-
ences made on the basis of ideas expressed or the
way they are expressed, regardless of the creator’s
specific intention. Finally there are those inferences
made to events localized in time and space: things
that characters in the past did or had happened to
them. This last category of inferences is the least
certain, despite the seemingly “concrete” or “fac-
tual” nature of the events inferred.

The second kind of relation that a document can
bear to an event arises when the historian articulates
his inferred event by producing a historical narra-
tive. A historical monograph, historical documen-
tary film, or a historical museum exhibit is a docu-
ment that portrays an inferred event.

It is possible for a document to be both a portrayal
of an event and evidence for some event. An eyewit-
ness account is a portrait of an event, and if a his-
torian has judged it to be authentic and accurate, it
is also evidence for that event. Yet a document that
is both portrait and evidence need not bear both re-
lations to the same event. Marrou (1966, p. 135)
gave the example of the work of fourth-century Ro-
man historian Ammianus Marcellinus, which por-
trays events during the reigns of Constantius II and
Julian the Apostate, yet which may be used as evi-
dence for very different events, such as the appear-
ance of particular ways of thinking or acting among
a certain class of Roman men of that time, inferred
from the language of the document.

When looking for documents related to an event,
one may not be concerned with the kind of relation
at all. In this case, if the event of interest is named, it
may be sufficient to look for (variations of) the event
name using full-text search of textual documents or
of written descriptions of non-textual documents.
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But this approach is unlikely to be either precise or
comprehensive. Besides the well-known vocabulary
problems that plague full-text search, there is the
problem that documents which portray or evince an
event may not use any names of that event. Expand-
ing queries to include the names of people, places or
other concepts related to the event may help, but to
be reliably findable such documents would need to
be explicitly linked to an identifier for the event.

Explicit linking to an event record would be in-
dispensable if the kind of relation between the doc-
ument and the event were important. One would
need to be able to narrow down the set of all related
documents to those that were related as evidence or
those that are related as portraits, or to those that
were related as both evidence and portrait. It might
be desirable to further narrow the set by specifying
who treated the documents as evidence or who cre-
ated the portraits. The latter is a basic function of
any bibliographic instrument. The former is rarely
found in current tools, but will be increasingly im-
portant as the publishing of historical data becomes
more widespread.

4 Contextualizing Events

While individuation and selection are necessary and
useful functions, the effort of constructing a seman-
tic tool for historical events would not be justified
by these functions alone. Another key function of
such a tool would be to provide context in an un-
familiar historical domain. As the historian Ann
Rigney (1990) observed,

There is a certain difficulty in-
volved for a twentieth-century reader—
particularly a reader who is not French—
in following these nineteenth-century his-
tories of the French Revolution (or indeed
more recent ones) since they depend so
largely on the reader’s foreknowledge of a
particular cultural code to which the prin-
cipal elements of the Revolution already
belong. (p. 40 n. 22)

A semantic tool could potentially help such a
reader understand this code by linking events to
time, place and related concepts, as well as putting
them in the context of the narratives for which they

act as mnemonics. To navigate this labyrinth of
nested contexts, one needs a map:

What information searchers need are
maps that inform them about the world
(and the literature about that world) in
which they live and act. They need such
maps in order to formulate questions in
the first instance . . . This is probably
especially so in the humanities, where
concepts are more clearly associated with
worldviews. (Hjørland, 2007, p. 393)

A semantic tool for historical events would be a
map informing users about the past and discourses
about the past. Like a map of space, it could be used
for both exploration and orientation.

4.1 Exploring the Past

A semantic tool for historical events would make it
possible to learn about the past by following connec-
tions among events, characters and other concepts.
The idea that the past is best understood through a
network of contextual relations was dubbed “con-
textualism” by Hayden White (1973):

The informing presupposition of Con-
textualism is that events can be explained
by being set within the “context” of their
occurrence. Why they occurred as they
did is to be explained by the revelation
of the specific relationships they bore to
other events occurring in their circumam-
bient historical space . . . (p. 17)

A semantic tool for contextualizing historical
events would thus be comparable to an outline of
subjects for a history course, or a higher-level frame-
work for organizing a series of syllabuses for history
education. A syllabus or framework provides a map
to help teachers and students find their way through
a web of events and explanations. As students get
older and become more capable, more detail can be
added to the map. Any history is such a map in a
certain sense. Ankersmit (1983) suggested that what
makes historical narratives useful is that, like maps,
they strip away the overwhelming detail of actual ex-
perience, leaving an intelligible form:
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A map should not be a copy of reality;
if it were we could just as well look at re-
ality itself. Being an abstraction of reality
is just what makes maps so useful. The
same goes for historiographies: we expect
the historian to tell us only what was im-
portant in the past and not the “total past”.
(p. 51)

The intelligible form of a geographical map con-
sists of the spatial relations made evident in its lay-
out. One can look at a map to see where places are
relative to other places. The map provides spatial
context. A history provides historical context. One
can read or watch history to learn how events hap-
pened relative to other events. The relations thus ar-
ticulated in a history compose its intelligible form.
Just as a simple hand-drawn route map can be easier
to follow than a photorealistic one, a semantic tool
would make these relations clearer through further
abstraction.

The analogy with geographic maps raises the
question of aggregation. Geographic maps of differ-
ent regions can be transformed and projected onto
a common system of coordinates. Can we expect
to be able to merge semantic tools covering differ-
ent domains of history to obtain a master tool cover-
ing a superset of these domains? According to Paul
Ricœur (1984), we expect that

the facts dealt with in historical works,
when they are taken one at a time, inter-
lock with one another in the manner of ge-
ographical maps, if the same rules of pro-
jection and scale are respected . . . A se-
cret dream of emulating the cartographer
. . . animates the historical enterprise. (p.
176)

Indeed, isn’t the promise of being able to link
together fragments of history into a collaborative
whole one of the great motivations to develop stan-
dardized schematic representations of historical re-
lationships? But we should not expect a single co-
herent past to emerge from such interlinking. We
must remember that the relations in a semantic tool
for historical events would be abstractions from his-
torical narratives, which portray the past but are not
the past itself. Different narratives express different

points of view that do not necessarily combine into
intelligible wholes.

Aggregating events into a larger framework would
not yield a more complete view of the past, because
there is no “whole view” of the past to be completed.
However, a more complete view of discourse about
the past could be achieved by juxtaposing differ-
ent portraits made from different perspectives. To
do this a semantic tool would need to accommodate
conflicting views without trying to resolve them.

4.2 Orienting Oneself in Historical Discourse
A semantic tool that informed users about varying
and possibly conflicting interpretations of past could
be used for orientation. One may use a map to
orient oneself by determining one’s own position
relative to something else. The philosopher Jörn
Rüsen (2005, 1) has proposed that history is a “cul-
tural framework of orientation” in time. According
to Rüsen, we make the passage of time intelligible
through reflecting on our experiences, interpreting
and telling stories about them. Through such in-
terpretation, the otherwise unintelligible passage of
time acquires meaning and becomes history. History
orients us in time: it tells us who we are and how we
relate to what has come before.

According to Rüsen’s theory, one way that peo-
ple orient themselves using history is by tracing the
kinds of threads White described in his account of
contextualism. Genealogy, or seeking one’s origins
by tracing back through a web of births and mar-
riages, is a good example of this. Other examples
are stories told of the founding of an institution of
which one is a member: the story of how Yahoo!’s
founders started the company in a trailer at Stanford
University is regularly recounted to new employees.
These stories directly relate their audiences to his-
torical characters and events, in effect making the
audience members characters too.

But, as Rüsen showed, history does not perform
its function of orientation only at this level of di-
rect genealogical relations with the past. More of-
ten, history orients its audience at the level of in-
terpretation, where histories are treated as stories
rather than as transparently presenting inferred rela-
tions. For example, historians often allude to histor-
ical events as instructive examples for understand-
ing current events. Consider the historian of early
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twenty-first century economic inequality in the U.S.,
who references the Gilded Age of the late nineteenth
century. He does so not necessarily because he in-
tends to trace causal relations between the earlier pe-
riod and the later one. Rather he does so because he
wishes to imply that the narrative that presents the
best perspective for understanding the current situ-
ation is one that has a form similar to a particular,
conventionally accepted narrative of the Gilded Age.
He is making an analogy.

While analogies like the one above draw upon
conventionally accepted narratives, other histories
seek to re-orient their audiences by criticizing con-
ventionally accepted narratives. To a certain extent,
nearly every history attempts to do this—if the con-
ventional story were perfectly adequate, why pro-
duce a new one? But certain histories specifically
aim to dislodge a dominant narrative and replace it
with a new one. Where analogies with the past ap-
peal to a kind of continuity of form, critical histories
try to break that continuity.

Finally, there are histories that try to orient their
audiences not by directly linking them into histor-
ical narratives, nor by analogizing with or criti-
cizing accepted historical narratives, but by giving
accounts of changes in the narratives themselves.
These histories re-establish continuity by portraying
a higher-level process of change. An exemplary case
is Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revo-
lutions (1962), in which he posited that discontin-
uous change in scientific thought is itself a steady
factor, something his late twentieth-century read-
ers could use as a reference point for understanding
their present situation.

What is important about Rüsen’s typology of his-
tory is that it shows how history functions to ori-
ent us at the level of discourse and not simply at
the level of direct chains of causal relation to the
past. A semantic tool that was intended only to help
people understand the past through exploration of
the threads among events and characters and their
settings would not need to refer to the stories that
spun those threads. But if the tool were intended
to help people orient themselves by understanding
discourse about the past, it would need to represent
not only events and characters and places but also
the narratives that emplot them, and relations among
these narratives.

Drawing upon Rüsen’s ideas, Peter Lee (2004)
developed a set of requirements for a framework
for history education that would not only help stu-
dents contextualize historical events but also de-
velop their “metahistorical” understanding. Lee ar-
gued that students should understand not only what
happened, but how we explain what happened. Lee
argued that history education should simultaneously
develop both students’ conceptions of the past and
their understanding of history as a discipline and dis-
course. These are the two functions that I have la-
beled “exploration” (of conceptions of the past) and
“orientation” within historical discourse.

A semantic tool intended primarily to provide ac-
cess to a homogeneous collection of documents, or
to enable exploration of a narrowly defined slice of
history, might simply summarize a single consensus
story of the past. But a semantic tool for orienting
users to a wider historical discourse would need to
aid their understanding of the variety of stories told
about the past, and to do so it would need to repre-
sent not only the contents of those stories—events,
characters, settings—but the stories themselves.

5 Conclusion

The issues that I have raised here may seem far afield
from the practical concerns of present day NLP re-
search in medical informatics, topic detection and
tracking, or natural language understanding. Cer-
tainly the development of a semantic tool for histor-
ical events is likely to be a much lower research pri-
ority than many other more immediate applications
of automatic event detection and representation. But
I have focused here on historical discourse simply
because it puts the issues discussed into sharp focus,
not because these issues are unique to the histori-
cal domain. No matter what the domain, NLP re-
searchers working on systems for detecting and rep-
resenting events will be forced to resolve the ques-
tion of whether they are detecting and representing
objectively existing things in the world or features of
discourses about the world. And I believe that even
the most “objective” areas of application that appear
to need the former will eventually, like history, turn
out to need the latter.
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Abstract 

Understanding the event structure of sentences 

and whole documents is an important step in 

being able to extract meaningful information 

from the text. Our task is the identification of 

phenotypes, specifically, pneumonia, from 

clinical narratives. In this paper, we consider 

the importance of identifying the change of 

state for events, in particular, events that 

measure and compare multiple states across 

time. Change of state is important to the clini-

cal diagnosis of pneumonia; in the example 

“there are bibasilar opacities that are un-

changed”, the presence of bibasilar opacities 

alone may suggest pneumonia, but not when 

they are unchanged, which suggests the need 

to modify events with change of state infor-

mation. Our corpus is comprised of chest X-

ray reports, where we find many descriptions 

of change of state comparing the volume and 

density of the lungs and surrounding areas. 

We propose an annotation schema to capture 

this information as a tuple of <location, attrib-

ute, value, change-of-state, time-reference>. 

1 Introduction 

The narrative accompanying chest X-rays contains 

a wealth of information that is used to assess the 

health of a patient. X-rays are obviously a single 

snapshot in time, but the X-ray report narrative 

often makes either explicit or, more often, implicit 

reference to a previous X-ray. In this way, the se-

quence of X-ray reports is used not only to assess a 

patient’s health at a moment in time but also to 

monitor change.  Phenotypes such as pneumonia 

are consensus-defined diseases, which means that 

the diagnosis is typically established by human 

inspection of the data rather than by means of a 

test.  Our recent efforts have focused on building a 

phenotype detection system. In order to train and 

evaluate the system, we asked medical experts to 

annotate the X-ray report with phenotype labels 

and to highlight the text snippets in the X-ray re-

port that supported their phenotype labeling. 

   Analysis of the text snippets that support the la-

beling of pneumonia and the Clinical Pulmonary 

Infection Score (CPIS) reveal that most of these 

snippets mention a change of state or the lack of a 

change of state (i.e. persistent state).  This is un-

derstandable given our task, which is to monitor 

patients for ventilator associated pneumonia 

(VAP), which can develop over time as a patient is 

kept on a ventilator for medical reasons. 

   Change of state (COS) is most often understood 

as an aspectual difference that is reflected in verb 

morphology (Comrie, 1976), where a state is de-

scribed as initiating, continuing or terminating (see 

also Quirk et al., 1973, Section 3.36). In our cor-

pus, however, COS is often reflected not in verbs, 

but more frequently in nouns. A careful analysis of 

our data indicates that the states expressed as 

nouns don’t have the traditional aspects but rather 

exhibit COS more closely associated with compar-

atives, as they are susceptible to subjective and to 

objective measurement (Quirk et al., 1973, Section 

5.38).  These events compare two states across 

time or comparing one state against an accepted 

norm. Monitoring the state of the patient, and 
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therefore comparing current state with previous 

states, is of paramount importance in the clinical 

scenario. We therefore propose in this paper to ex-

pand the annotation of COS to include the compar-

ison of states over time. 

2 The Task  

Early detection and treatment of ventilator associ-

ated pneumonia (VAP) is important as it is the 

most common healthcare-associated infection in 

critically ill patients. Even short‐term delays in 

appropriate antibiotic therapy for patients with 

VAP are associated with higher mortality rates, 

longer‐term mechanical ventilation, and excessive 

hospital costs. Interpretation of meaningful infor-

mation from the electronica medical records at the 

bedside is complicated by high data volume, lack 

of integrated data displays and text-based clinical 

reports that can only be reviewed by manual 

search. This cumbersome data management strate-

gy obscures the subtle signs of early infection.  

   Our research goal is to build NLP systems that 

identify patients who are developing critical ill-

nesses in a manner timely enough for early treat-

ment. As a first step, we have built a system that 

determines whether a patient has pneumonia based 

on the patient’s chest X-ray reports; see Figure 1 

for an example. 

 
 

01 CHEST, PORTABLE 1 VIEW 

02 INDICATION: 

03 Shortness of breath 

04 COMPARISON: July 16 10 recent prior 

05 FINDINGS: 

06 Left central line, tip at mid-SVC. 
07 Cardiac and mediastinal contours as before 
08 No pneumothorax. 
09 Lungs: Interval increase in right lung base  

10 pulmonary opacity with air bronchograms,  

11 increasing  pneumonitis / atelectasis. 

 

Figure 1. Sample chest X-ray report 

 

2.1 Annotation 

To train and evaluate the system, we created a cor-

pus of 1344 chest X-ray reports from our institu-

tion (Xia and Yetisgen-Yildiz, 2012). Two 

annotators, one a general surgeon and the other  a 

data analyst in a surgery department, read each 

report and determined whether the patient has 

pneumonia (PNA) and also what the clinical pul-

monary infection score (CPIS) is for the patient. 

The CPIS is used to assist in the clinical diagnosis 

of VAP by predicting which patients will benefit 

from obtaining pulmonary cultures, an invasive 

procedure otherwise avoided. There are three pos-

sible labels for PNA: (2a) no suspicion (negative 

class), (2b) suspicion of PNA, and (2c) probable 

PNA (positive class). Likewise, there are three la-

bels for CPIS: (1a) no infiltrate, report can include 

mention of edema or pleural effusion, (1b) diffuse 

infiltrate or atelectasis (i.e. reduced lung volume), 

and (1c) localized infiltrate, where one opacity is 

specifically highlighted and either PNA or infec-

tion is also mentioned. 

   In addition to the labels, we also asked the anno-

tators to highlight the text snippet they used to as-

sign the CPIS and PNA categories to reports (see 

(Yu et al., 2011) for similar approach to capturing 

expert knowledge). Thus, the snippets represent the 

support found for the CPIS and PNA label deter-

mination. The snippet found in lines 9-11, in figure 

1, for example, was support for both the CPIS (1c) 

and the PNA label (2c). 

2.2 Preliminary Results 

We used this corpus to train two SVM classifiers, 

one for CPIS and the other for PNA, and evaluated 

them using 5-fold cross validation (for details, see 

Tepper et al., 2013). The micro F1-score of the 

CPIS classifier was 85.8% with unigram features 

and 85.2% with unigram+bigram features. The 

micro F1-score of the PNA classifier was 78.5% 

with unigrams and 78.0% with unigram+bigrams.  

   We analyzed errors made by the CPIS and PNA 

classifiers and observed that many of them were 

due to lack of in-depth semantic analysis of text. 

Consider the snippet “The previously noted right 

upper lobe opacity consistent with right upper lobe 

collapse has resolved”, which is labeled in the gold 

standard 1A (no infiltrate). The system mislabeled 

it 1C, (localized infiltrate), because the snippet 

supports 1C entirely up until the crucial words “has 

resolved”. This error analysis motivated the clini-

cal event annotation task described in this paper. 

3 Change of State for Clinical Events 

In our data, clinically relevant events are often ex-

pressed as nouns. A text that mentions “a clear 
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lung”, for instance, implicitly describes the event 

of checking the lung density for that patient and 

finding it to be clear
1
. The TimeML annotation 

guidelines (Saurí et al., 2012) specify that states 

are to be annotated when they “identifiably change 

over the course of a document being marked up”.  

In our scenario, where the document is the collec-

tion of the patient’s medical notes during hospital 

stay, a noun phrase such as “lung capacity” is then 

a state that can certainly change over the course of 

the document.  

   Our corpus contains radiology reports and high-

lighted snippets of text where annotators found 

support for their finding. It is noteworthy that these 

snippets frequently describe observations of 

change, either in lung volume or in density. In fact, 

these changes of state (henceforth COS) appear 

more often in these snippets than non-snippets. 

Taking a random sample of 100 snippets, we found 

that 83/100 included some signal for COS, while a 

random sample of 100 non-snippet sentences in-

cluded only 61/100 mentions of COS. 

   Let us consider some examples of snippets in 

which the clinical events, in italics, are referred to 

using nouns, a shorthand for examination / meas-

urement of the noun in question. We have marked 

the signal words expressing a comparison across 

time in bold.  

1. The lungs are clear. 

2. Lungs: No focal opacities. 

3. The chest is otherwise unchanged. 

4. Left base opacity has increased and right 

base opacity persists which could repre-

sent atelectasis, aspiration, or pneumonia. 

Snippets 1 and 2 describe states in the current X-

ray report and do not express a COS. A close look 

at 3 and 4, however, reveals language that indicates 

that the experts are comparing the state in the cur-

rent X-ray with at least one other X-ray for that 

patient and in doing so, are describing a COS. 

Consider the phrases “otherwise unchanged” in 

snippet 3, and “increased” and “persists” in snippet 

                                                           
1 The guidelines for the 2012 i2b2 temporal relation challenge  

define events as “clinically relevant events and situations, 

symptoms, tests, procedures, …” (Sun et al., 2013)   

4. Such words signal that the radiologist is examin-

ing more than one report at a time and making 

comparisons across these X-rays, without explicit 

reference to the other X-rays. There are other ex-

amples which exhibit explicit reference, for exam-

ple, snippets 5 and 6, where the signal words and 

the explicit reference are in boldface, and the clini-

cal events in italics: 

5. Bilateral lower lobe opacities are similar 

to those seen on DATE 

6. Since the prior examination lung vol-

umes have diminished    

Previous COS analyses (e.g., (Sun et al., 2013;  

Saurí, 2005)) have largely been limited to an anal-

ysis where events are expressed as verbs, and so is 

usually restricted to aspectual distinctions such as 

start, stop, and continue. In our data, however, 

many of the events are expressed as nouns and so 

we propose to extend the COS analysis to include 

measurements comparing two or more successive 

states and so will include concepts such as more, 

less, and equal
2
.  

4 Annotating change of state 

While previous event annotation (Uzuner et al., 

2010; Uzuner et al., 2011; Albright et al., 2013) 

marks multiple types of events, temporal expres-

sions, and event relations, our annotation focuses 

on tracking changes in a patient’s medical condi-

tions.  An event in our corpus is represented as a 

(loc, attr, val, cos, ref) tuple, where loc is the ana-

tomical location (e.g., “lung”), attr is an attribute 

of the location that the event is about (e.g., “densi-

ty”), val is a possible value for the attribute (e.g., 

“clear”), cos indicates the change of state for the 

attribute value compared to some previous report 

(e.g., “unchanged”), and ref is a link to the re-

port(s) that the change of state is compared to (e.g., 

“prior examination”). Not all the fields in the tuple 

will be present in an event. When a field is absent, 

either it can be inferred from the context or it is 

unspecified.  

                                                           
2 In English, the morphology provides evidence, though rarely, 

that the comparative is a property of the change of state of an 

adjective. Consider the verb “redden”, a derived form of the 

adjective “red”, which means “to become more red”, combin-

ing the inchoative and comparative (Chris Brockett, pc.) 
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   The annotations for Snippets 1-6 are as follows: 

a dash indicates that the field is unspecified, and 

<…> indicates the field is unspecified but can be 

inferred from the location and the attribute value. 

For instance, the attribute value clear when refer-

ring to the location lungs implies that the attribute 

being discussed is the density of the lung. 

 

Ex1: (lungs, <density>, clear, -, -) 

Ex2: (lungs, <density>, no focal opacities, -, -)  

Ex3: (chest, -, -, unchanged, -) 

Ex4: (left base, <density>, opacity, increased, -), 

and (right base, <density>, opacity, persists, -) 

Ex5: (Bilateral lower lobe, <density>, opacities, 

similar, DATE) 

Ex6: (lung, volumes, -, diminished, prior examina-

tion) 

 

  A few points are worth noting.  First, the mapping 

from the syntactic structure to fields in event tuples 

is many-to-many. For example, a noun phrase con-

sisting of an adjective and noun may correspond to 

one or more fields in an event tuple. For instance, 

in the NP left base opacity in example 4, left base 

is loc, and opacity is val.  In example 6, the NP 

lung volumes will be annotated with lung as loc 

and volumes as attr, but no val. Similarly, an adjec-

tive can be part of a loc (e.g., bilateral in example 

5), a val (e.g., clear in example 1), or a cos (e.g., 

unchanged in example 3). Finally, the cos field 

may also be filled by a verb (e.g., increase and 

persists, in example 4). Making such distinctions 

will not be easy, especially for annotators with no 

medical training.  

    Second, events often have other attributes such 

as polarity (positive or negative) and modality 

(e.g., factual, conditional, possible). Most events in 

X-ray reports are positive and factual. We will add 

those attributes to our representations if needed. 

5 Summary 

Annotating events in a general domain without 

targeting a particular application can be challeng-

ing because it is often not clear what should be 

marked as an event. Our annotation focuses on the 

marking of COS in medical reports because COS is 

an important indicator of the patient’s medical 

condition. We propose to extend COS analysis to 

include comparison of state over time.  

   We are currently annotating a corpus of X-ray 

reports with the COS events. Once the corpus is 

complete, we will use it to train a system to detect 

such events automatically. The events identified by 

the event detector will then be used as features for 

phenotype detection. We expect that the COS fea-

tures will improve phenotype detection accuracy, 

in the same way that using features that encode 

negation and assertion types improves classifica-

tion results as demonstrated by Bejan et al. (2012).  

    Our ultimate goal is to use event detection, phe-

notype detection, and other NLP systems to moni-

tor patients’ medical conditions over time and 

prompt physicians with early warning, and thus 

improve patient healthcare quality while reducing 

the overall cost of healthcare. 
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